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Transforming India through geospatial knowledge & infrastructure
Experts discussed ways for transforming India through geospatial
knowledge and infrastructure with the help of national geospatial policy
that can facilitate the accessibility of data, create effective human
resources, encourage collaboration between government, industry, and
academia as knowledge partners and increase the usability of the data, at
a breakaway session of the post-budget webinar on Technology-Enabled
Development inaugurated by the Prime Minister.
“Data generation and data governance are crucial components of
geospatial technologies, and effective collaboration between
government, academia, and industry is needed for them. The
government is removing all restrictions to resolve the issues for better
outreach of the data. Once the data is made accessible, its potential is
immense to provide solutions in numerous sectors. In order to
effectively implement all these, trained manpower is necessary at all
levels,” said Dr. Kiran Kumar, former Secretary, Department of Space
and former Chairman, ISRO, at the breakaway session titled
'Transforming India through geospatial knowledge and infrastructure:
the need for national geospatial policy', led by the Department of
Science and Technology (DST).
“We need to have mechanisms in which the government and industry
can work as partners; validations can be given to the solutions provided
by the industry, and we need the right people with the right skills who can
take these initiatives forward. The Budget 2022 discussed the data
collection and its accessibility, and this needs to be leveraged,” Dr.
Kumar added at the webinar on 2nd March 2022. The webinar titled
“Technology-enabled development” was organized by Office of the
Principal Scientific Adviser (PSA) along with several scientific
ministries and departments of the Government of India.
Dr. Shanthanu Bhatawdekar, Director, EOA & DMS Program Office,
ISRO, highlighted that the government should share domain expertise
in this area with the private for deeper penetration of the technologies. A
federated ecosystem should be built for government and nongovernment entities to minimize redundancy and make data easily
accessible. He also underlined the need for ministries, line departments,
and the geospatial industry to work in unison.
“We need a roadmap for geospatial R&D system, technology
generation, education, data sharing, encouraging academic startups, and
we need to leapfrog to meet the global benchmark, said Dr. Bharat
Lohani, Professor, IIT Kanpur. He also emphasized on the need for
standaisation of data and its unification on the basis of the quality of
data.
Dr. Prakash Chauhan, Director, Indian Institute of Remote Sensing
(IIRS), Dehradun stressed on enhancing the reach of geo-spatial data in
terms of user specifications to be used in different sectors. “In India,
there exist different mechanisms for the generation of data and their
availability. A proper channel of updating those data and collating the
data is necessary. Besides, we need to create a localized ecosystem to
harness the IT capabilities of the country and localized data for creating
a foundation for development of Geospatial Technologies. ISRO has
created a dataset, and it needs to be disseminated through cloud-based
services,” he added.

“We need a roadmap for geospatial R&D
system, technology generation, education,
data sharing, encouraging academic startups,
and we need to leapfrog to meet the global
benchmark, said Dr. Bharat Lohani,
Professor, IIT Kanpur. He also emphasized
on the need for standaisation of data and its
unification on the basis of the quality of
data.”
Drawing on current geopolitical scenarios, Mr. Rakesh Verma,
Chairman, MapMyIndia, underlined the increasing necessity to
develop indigenous technologies and disseminate them to the users to
minimize the dependency on foreign entities. He said that there is no
dearth of talent in India, and hence the Geospatial industry could be
Atmanirbhar with such resources. He highlighted examples of mobile
mapping developed in India, which can be extended to the entire
country.
“We need to develop indigenous software and hardware by supporting
indigenous companies, and this would require creating industrial
capacity, incubators, mobilizing capital, some of which may be in the
form of geospatial industrial development fund, public-private
partnerships, international competitiveness, local manufacturing, and
finally a sound industrial strategy for manifold growth,” Mr. Sanjay
Kumar CEO, Geospatial World, pointed out.
Ms. Abhilasha Purwar, Founder & CEO, Blue Sky Analytics,
highlighted ways in which the geospatial data can make India a leader
in climate action and discussions by incorporating satellite intelligence
and data into the climate discussions.
Joint Secretary, Department of Science and Technology (DST), Shri
Sunil Kumar, highlighted the government reforms in geospatial
technology and drone technology and also discussed about
SWAMITVA Project to provide ownership titles to villagers.
The final recommendations included leveraging human capital that the
country already has to develop products and solutions using geospatial
data, introduction of new courses at UG and PG level in Geoinformatics, standardization of professional services provided by
surveyors and GIS professionals through industry-led certification and
research emphasis in areas like high-resolution Geospatial datasets.
The recommendations also involved encouraging local cloud services,
improvement of public procurement by way of quality RFP documents,
developing expertise in evaluating and certifying tender works as per
laid out specification, moving beyond tenders to collaborate with
industry, leveraging government data and technology of the industry to
build revenue models, improvement in capital availability to start ups
and other businesses, geospatial investment fund, geospatial industry
development strategy as well as sectoral development plans.
Source: PIB
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National seminar on science communication
'Science communication is crucial in distilling accurate scientific Information'

“Disinformation and misinformation
are easy to communicate, as they
are not credibile, but transmitting
accurate scientific information is a
challenge”

Dr Shekhar C. Mande, DG, CSIR
Distilling correct scientific information is a considerable challenge, and
here science communication has a significant role to play, says Professor
K. Vijay Raghavan, Principal Scientific Adviser, Government of India.
He was speaking on the occasion of a national seminar on science
communication, organised by the Council of Scientific and Industrial
Research (CSIR)-National Institute of Science Communication and
Policy Research (NIScPR) on Thursday.
Disinformation and misinformation are easy to communicate, as they
are not credibile, but transmitting accurate scientific information is a
challenge, added Professor Vijay Raghavan. Representatives from 14
institutions engaged in science communication across the country; came
together on a single platform to share their experiences and ideas for
strengthening the science communication efforts. A women scientist's
meet was also organised on the same day by CSIR-NIScPR.
The seminar was organised in hybrid mode at the CSIR-NPL
auditorium, New Delhi, and its central theme was “Nurturing Science
Communication – Motivating Science Communicators”.
Dr Shekhar C. Mande, Director-General, CSIR asserted that we all need
to be better communicators. Good communication skills and knowledge
of history can be improvised upon to be better communicators. As
scientists, we need to understand the science and technology involved in
how it was done 100 years ago and how things have changed. So will it
be that people will be amazed about how handled the issues after 100
years from now. As scientists, we take prestige in peer-reviewed
journals, social scientists take pride in how it has changed human life.
But to constantly involve the public in all the activities with the
applications is the role of science communicators. We are short of people
who can connect with the general masses and science happening behind

the walls.
Prof. Ranjana Aggarwal, Director, CSIR-NIScPR elaborated the
institute's commitment to provide correct information in the right
manner with society's engagement. The challenge is to produce new
science communicators and writers. She emphasized the need for much
more science-based stories than research papers alone from the
scientific community that can impact society.
Dr Sharmila Mande, Chief Scientist with TCS Research, Tata
Consultancy said, “Science lab work changes peoples' lives, but school
children need to know what's happening in the world of science. The
future of healthcare is going to depend on preventive and scientific
advances. Scientific endeavors need to be made known in a simplistic
manner in the form of a book, animation, etc.”
Prof Venugopal Achanta, Director, CSIR-National Physical
Laboratory (NPL) said that considerable research being carried out on
local problems, needs to be communicated as well.
Professor Avanish Kumar Srivastava, Director, CSIR-AMPRI,
highlighted the disconnect between hardcore scientists and journalists.
He said that this seminar is another step to bringing scientists and
science communicators closer.
Various science publications of CSIR-NIScPR were released on this
occasion which includes a theme book of the Seminar, Report on
“Women in STEM: A CSIR survey towards Gender Parity”, Science
Reporter & Vigyan Pragati (March 2022 issues), A book titled “Mere
Chuninda Vigyan Lekh” authored by Dr Manish Mohan Gore,
Scientist, CSIR-NIScPR and “Vaigyanik Jagdish Chandra Bose Ke
Mahaan Vichaar” by Sawan kumar bag, Post-Doctoral Fellow, Bar-Ilan
University, Israel and Meher Wan, Scientist, CSIR-NIScPR. A report
titled “Women in STEM: A CSIR Survey towards Gender Parity” by
Prof Ranjana Aggarwal, Dr Sandhya Wakdikar and Dr Praveen Sharma
from CSIR-NIScPR was also released on this occasion.
Source: India Science Wire
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Dr. Adersh Asok, DST-INSPIRE Faculty fellow
Conducting research and development for unique optical materials and optics for energy selfsustenance
Solar optics and materials development group led by Dr. Adersh Asok, a
DST-INSPIRE Faculty fellow, has facilitated the development of
experimental and computational optics at CSIR-NIIST for the past 5
years.
Focusing on optical materials and optical engineering for smart solar
energy management, Dr. Asok and his group have recently identified a
unique synergism of planar optics with functional optical materials. The
study was published in the journal ACS Appl. Nano Mater. 2020 can help
intelligent and efficient solar light energy management. Further, using
the fundamental understanding generated from these findings, the group
has devised new approaches for enhancing light-matter interactions, and
tailored light propagation, a perspective on this was published in the
Journal of Thermal Analysis and Calorimetry 2022. This can help meet
the unmet developments in the energy, environment, and healthcare
arena.
Two technologies developed by him include Dynamic Power Windows,
a technology innovation that can offer adaptable transparency (solar heat
gain control) and clean electricity generation in a single platform.
Innovative and industrially scalable planar light concentrators and
diffusers that enable game-changing solar light management
technologies having targeted applications for BIPV/T and Agrivoltaics
sectors.
His research team has successfully prototyped the technological
innovations with the support of CSIR, DST-INSPIRE faculty scheme,
and Industry funding. Realising the immediate technology development

potential for the developed technology innovations, an MoU was
exchanged between CSIR-NIIST and ISAAC-SUPSI, Swiss BIPV
Competence Centre, Switzerland.
“The next steps are to climb higher technology readiness levels to
benchmark and develop innovative products for BIPV/T and
Agrivoltaics sector by strengthening National and International
partnerships,” told Dr. Adersh.
The technologies have significant commercial value, strongly
supporting Innovate India, Smart Cities, Smart Village, Make in India,
and UN sustainable development goals.
His research on unique optical materials and optics for Dynamic Power
Windows (DPW), Building Integrated Photovoltaics/Thermal
(BIPV/T), and Agrivoltaics, along with his R&D group, can help move
towards energy self-sustenance.
Source: PIB

India, Finland to set up virtual network centre on quantum computing
India and Finland have worked out a detailed plan to establish IndoFinnish Virtual Network Centre on Quantum Computing. Union
Minister of State (Independent Charge) Science & Technology; Minister
of State (Independent Charge) Earth Sciences; Minister of State PMO,
Personnel, Public Grievances, Pensions, Atomic Energy and Space, Dr
Jitendra Singh on Wednesday said, India has already identified three
premier institutes viz IIT Madras, IISER Pune and C-DAC Pune for
working with Finnish counterpart institutions for the Virtual Network
Centre. The formal announcement for the establishment of the Centre is
likely to be made during the visit of Finnish Economic Affairs Minister
Mika Lintila to India in April.
A Finnish delegation led by Ambassador Ms Ritva Koukku-Ronde
called on the union minister on Wednesday and reviewed the progress of
bilateral cooperation in areas like 5G, artificial intelligence, and
sustainability by involving academia, industries and start-ups of the two
countries.
The Minister also called for collaboration in the Department of Science
& Technology (DST) initiated mission mode programs like Electric
Vehicles, Cyber-Physical System, Future Manufacturing, Green
Hydrogen Fuel etc to address the societal challenges. To deliver benefit

to both the nations, the bilateral STI collaboration will stimulate
innovative R&D projects to address a specific need or challenge and
demonstrate high industrial relevance and commercial potential in
India and Finland.
India and Finland have strong bonding in science, technology, and
innovation. Within the framework of S&T agreement, the DST, and the
Department of Biotechnology (DBT), and Finland's Ministry of
Economic Affairs and Employment, together with Business Finland
and Academy of Finland, have been successfully collaborating for over
a decade. Dr Jitendra Singh also recalled Finland's leading role in clean
and green technologies that can help India's drive towards sustainable
development.
Finland reiterated its commitment to enhanced cooperation in
renewable and bioenergy, sustainability, edu-tech, pharma, and
digitization. The Finnish Ambassador Koukku-Ronde assured Dr.
Singh that Finnish companies would partner with India for carbonneutral technologies and innovations. She also underlined that both
sides should enhance cooperation for sustainability in climate change.
Source: India Science Wire
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Dr. Divya Somvanshi, DST-INSPIRE Faculty fellow
Working on doping techniques for monolayer and bi-layer 2D-semiconductors for future 2Delectronics devices optimization
Dr. Divya Somvanshi, currently working at the Department of
Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering (ETCE), Jadavpur
University, Kolkata, is a recipient of the INSPIRE Faculty fellowship
instituted by the Department of Science & Technology, Govt. of India.
As an INSPIRE Faculty fellow, she is working on doping techniques for
monolayer and bilayer 2D-semiconductors, doping enhancement using
strain engineering, and the effect of stacking order on metal/2Dsemiconductor contact that can guide experiments for future 2Delectronics devices optimization.
Due to the continual shrinking of the dimension of transistors, silicon
(Si) technology has reached its limit; therefore, new materials systems
and device designs have been explored to carry on Moore's law. The
exceptional and tunable nature of two-dimensional (2D)
semiconductors has opened new possibilities for nanoelectronics,
optoelectronics, and sensors applications.
In her current research work, Dr. Divya's group compares oxide doping
techniques for monolayer (1L) and bilayer (2L) 2D-semiconductors,
which look very promising due to their stability, CMOS compatibility,
and high device performance. They have also theoretically studied
fundamental insight of the substitutional doping in 2D materials, doping
enhancement using strain engineering, and the effect of stacking order
on metal/2D-semiconductor contact that can replace or guide
experiments for future 2D-electronics devices optimization. The 2L
semiconductors are interesting for next-generation electronic device
applications due to their additional degree of freedom, such as stacking
order.
Her recent work on 2L- Molybdenum diselenide (MoSe2) suggested
that choice of stacking order is very crucial in Au/2L-MoSe2 contact,
which is critical for 2L–Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) (a
new family of 2D nanosheets) based device optimization. This work has
been published in the journal 'Solid State Communications'. Further,
controlled enhancement of doping concentration represents a critical

obstacle for fully utilizing 2D materials for the next-generation
electronic device. The dopant formation energy (Eform) is a critical
parameter that primarily influences the doping concentration. In one of
her recent works, she is exploring the possibility of enhancing doping
concentration by application of mechanical strain in transition metalsdoped WSe2 (Tungsten diselenide) monolayer. This work has been
accepted for publication in 'Europhysics Letters'.
Dr. Divya says, “With the financial assistance from the DST-INSPIRE
Faculty project grant, a 2D-Materials Atomistic Simulation Lab has
been established in the Department of ETCE, Jadavpur University to
carry out research activities and training of the Ph.D. / PG level
students. The objective of this Lab is to study and analyze novel
properties of 2D materials and their heterostructures- based electronic
devices into functional technology, even if their operation is beyond
existing paradigms.”
Along with that, she is also working on an experimental setup for the
synthesis of different nanostructures of 2D semiconductors such as
quantum dots (QDs), nanosheets, etc., using this fellowship grant.
Source: PIB

India & Singapore agree to promote collaboration in S&T
India and Singapore have agreed to promote cooperation in the areas of
science, technology, and innovation. The pact will follow a demanddriven approach and facilitate joint projects involving institutions and
industries from the two countries.
The Memorandum of understanding signed by Dr. S Chandrasekhar,
Secretary, Department of Science & Technology, Government of India,
and Dr. Lee Chuan Teck, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Trade &
Industry, Government of Singapore, also provides for greater mobility
of scientists and high-level experts, sharing of experiences on the
national research, development, and innovation policies and
programmes, and exchange of scientific and technological information.
Besides, it seeks to organise partnership development activities,
workshops, scientific seminars, and conferences covering fields and

issues of common interest, including areas like agriculture and food
science and technology, advanced manufacturing and engineering,
green economy, energy, water, climate, and natural resources, data
science, emerging technologies, advanced materials, and health and
biotechnology.
The MoU will remain in effect for five years and will be automatically
extended for a successive period of another five years.
Following the signing of MoU, Mr. SK Varshney, Adviser & Head,
International Cooperation, Department of Science and Technology,
and Mr. Edwin Chow, Assistant Chief Executive Officer, Enterprise
Singapore, also signed an implementation agreement.
Source: India Science Wire
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Keratinase, an enzyme to mitigate environmental
pollution
Swathi K V and Biju Dharmapalan

A

bout 5-7 % of the overall weight of poultry is made up of
feathers. It forms the exoskeleton, serves as insulation, and
functions in protection and movement. Feather keratin fibres
are non-abrasive, insoluble in organic solvents, and have excellent
mechanical characteristics. Feathers are a high-protein chicken byproduct that is produced in enormous quantities as a waste product from
the poultry processing industry. As the means of processing and
degradation of feathers are difficult it turns out as a source of
environmental pollution.
Major protein seen in poultry feathers is keratin. Keratin is an insoluble,
fibrous and non-degradable protein by protein degrading enzymes such
as pepsin and trypsin. Due to numerous disulfide connections and crosslinkages, keratin is difficult to break down. As a result, there is a need for
biotechnological alternatives for recycling. Keratin is used by a wide
range of microorganisms, according to research.
Chicken feathers are considered poultry industry waste and can pose a
solid waste hazard in the environment. The disposal of bulk feather
waste is a global environmental issue that pollutes soil and groundwater
resources. The amino acids in feathers tend to create disulfide or
hydrogen bonds with one another, resulting in fibres that are tough,
strong, lightweight, and have excellent thermal and acoustic insulating
characteristics. Due to these characteristics, feathers are difficult to
breakdown. Poultry feathers contaminate the earth, while burnt poultry
feathers pollute the air. The presence of sulphur dioxide in feathers
poses a threat due to high pollution in both circumstances. Disposal of
chicken feathers on the roadside causes a severe impact on the
environment. The physical, chemical, and biological hazards of feather
wastes to the environment are just a few of these consequences. Waste
dumps also serve as safe havens for rodents.
Improper disposal of poultry carcasses can cause problems with water
quality, especially in flood-prone areas. Large volumes of carcasses can
produce excessive leachate and other pollutants, potentially
contaminating the environment. Burial, incineration, composting, and
rendering are all options for disposing of poultry carcasses. The only
long-term strategy for dealing with feather waste is bioremediation. The
use of keratinolytic bacteria to degrade feathers is a cost-effective and
environmentally favourable option. Keratinases are becoming more
widely recognized for their function in the breakdown of keratin and its
conversion into higher nutritive animal feed.
Keratinases (EC 3.4.21/24/99.11) are a type of protease with
keratinolytic activity, indicating they can breakdown a variety of
insoluble keratins. The only protease family with a wide temperature
and pH range. In most cases, they are extracellular, but the presence of
intracellular keratinases has been discovered. Mostly they are serine
proteases but metalloproteases, thiol protease are also reported.

Keratinases has a wide range of
applications in different industrial
sectors. Alkaline proteases are enzymes
of economic importance. Keratinolytic
alkaline proteases derived from
microbial sources offers much potential
in bio treatments, especially for
dehairing, detergent industry, feed
nutrient improvement, producing
compost, fertilizers and eliminating
materials like feathers.

Keratinases have molecular weights ranging from 21 kDa to 200 kDa.
The efficiency of the enzyme isolated vary depending upon the
organism and species. Keratinases are produced not only by
mesophilic organisms but also thermophilic species.
Most of the keratinase have an optimum pH in alkaline range such as
8.5, 9.0 and 9.5. On the other hand some keratinase has neutral pH of 7.
Optimum temperature lies between 30C to 60C. Keratinase production
increases with increase in concentration of feather. Addition of NH4Cl
significantly reduced the synthesis of keratinolytic protease. The
majority of keratinases are inducible and require keratin as an external
inducer.
Reports on the nutritional requirements and conditions for the
enhanced feather degradation by keratinolytic bacteria is scarce. Till
now it is not fully understood how the microbes degrade feathers. It is
unknown which characteristics are required for keratin hydrolysis. To
date, pure keratinases have been unable to entirely solubilize native
keratin, indicating that no single enzyme can fully breakdown its
resistant structure. So it is assumed that a group of proteases is required
for its break down. Proteolytic enzyme synthesis by bacteria is a
complex and tightly regulated process that is influenced by their
growth stage. Nutritional stress, such as a lack of carbon and nitrogen
supplies, may affect the synthesis of proteases. The growth medium
and method of keratinase assay differ in each report. This cause
difficulty in evaluating enzyme production.
Most of the reports deal with the isolation and characterization of
keratinases. But these reports couldn't completely convey the
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Keratinase, an enzyme to mitigate environmental pollution
molecular mechanism of keratinolysis. Studies based on molecular
biology of keratinase could give us some answers. Bioinformatic tools
are very much useful for the identification of keratinase encoding genes.
Keratinases has a wide range of applications in different industrial
sectors. Alkaline proteases are enzymes of economic importance.
Keratinolytic alkaline proteases derived from microbial sources offers
much potential in bio treatments, especially for dehairing, detergent
industry, feed nutrient improvement, producing compost, fertilizers and
eliminating materials like feathers. Before commercialization, other
uses for keratinases must be thoroughly investigated.
Applications of keratinase
1 Leather industry
As leather manufacturing involves the use of harmful compounds, the
leather business is regarded as one of the world's most polluting
industries, posing a risk to the environment and workers in industrial
plants. Pollution is mainly caused by sodium sulphide, lime, and solid
wastes that emerge from the preliminary tanning process. Usage of
enzymes can significantly reduce environmental pollution and improve
leather quality, provide a safe environment for working, selectively
degrade soft keratin tissue, and thus do not affect leather's tensile
strength.
2 Textile industry
Keratinases are used in the textile industry to prepare wool fibres. Wool
fibres have a high percentage of cross-linked disulfide bridges, which
gives them mechanical strength and resistance to disintegration. The use
of chemicals cause the loss of natural wool character, yellowing of
material, pollution of water. A better alternative is to utilize particular
keratinases that work exclusively on the keratinous layers of the wool,
with no negative effects on the other fibre layers.
3 Fertilizer
Keratin hydrolysates, especially those made from feathers, are also high
in nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), and other minerals such as potassium
(K), calcium (Ca), and magnesium (Mg). Additional plant bio
stimulants produced by fungi or bacteria during the fermentation
process may be present in biologically derived keratin hydrolysates.
Enzymatically hydrolyzed feathers can also be transformed into organic
fertilizer which provides nitrogen to plants, stimulates plant
development and encourages microbial activity, but it also helps to
structure the soil and improves water retention. Because of its high
nutritional value, ease of manufacture, and economic feasibility,
microbially hydrolyzed feather meal can be used as fertilizer instead of
steamed meal.

digestibility, and intestinal development were all improved when
keratinase preparation was introduced to the feed.
5 Detergents
Enzymes for use in detergents must be compatible with other washing
agent components and have activity and stability at higher pH and
temperature levels. Alkaline keratinase is one of the enzymes that
could be used in the laundry business to remove compound stains
without harming the fabric's texture, fibres, or strength. Keratinases
can attach to solid substrates and hydrolyze them. This is an essential
feature of detergent enzymes since they must function on protein
substrates bound to solid surfaces, making them appealing as hardsurface cleaner additives.
6 Biomaterials
Microbial polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHA) are a class of biopolyesters
whose physiochemical, biochemical, and mechanical properties have
been extensively researched. PHA have found numerous applications
in medicine. Many efforts have been made to create PHA production
processes based on agricultural and food waste in order to reach the
market prices of petroleum-based polymers while being sustainable.
Keratinolytic microorganisms have also been linked to the synergetic
generation of medium-chain-length polyhydro-xyalkanoates in
Pseudomonas putida KT2440 growing medium using chicken feathers
as the only carbon source.
7 Production of films, coatings and glues
Biodegradable films, coatings, and glues made from keratinous waste
materials such as hair, feathers, skin, fur, animal hooves, horns, and
other products have recently gained popularity compostable
packaging, agricultural films, and edible film applications. The keratin
structure is chemically changed and hydrolyzed to develop stable
dispersions for such purposes. Controlled keratin hydrolysis with
keratinases, on the other hand, could be a greener option.
Keratinases are used in a wide variety of industries. More studies based
on keratinases have to be carried to increase the production of
keratinases and find out the mechanism of keratinolysis. Studies
should be conducted to find out the enzymes involved in keratinolysis.
It is understood from the reports that no single keratinase alone can
carry out the degradation of feather. Bioinformatic tools can contribute
to find out the genes responsible for keratinase. Recombinant
technology has a crucial role in the large scale production of
keratinases.

4 Feed
Keratinases enzymatically hydrolyze feathers, producing higherquality amino acids added to poultry, pig, ruminant, and fish feeds.
Feather meal can be utilized as animal feed since it is nitrogen-rich,
affordable, improve digestibility and is easily available. Using
keratinolytic bacteria to hydrolyze feather meal/raw feather, nutritional
improvement can be accomplished. The amount of essential amino
acids (methionine, lysine, and arginine) are significantly increased
during fermentation, and the microbial biomass contributes as a rich
source of protein. Broiler growth performance, dietary component

(Ms.Swathi K V has completed her MSc
Biotechnology,Kannur University,Kerala. She can be
contacted at swatikv96@gmail.com; Mr Biju Dharmapalan
is a science communicator and columnist from Kerala, he
can be contacted at bijudharmapalan@gmail.com)
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Introduction
Cell and tissue cultures were established with the purpose of uncovering
the activity of cells isolated from their original tissues, as well as
analysing cell viability and division in in-vitro systems. Traditional 2D
culture systems have assisted us in conceptualising cellular physiology;
how cells function and respond to stimuli. They represent a wellestablished methodology and an easy and convenient culture model.
However, monolayer cell cultures have some limitations, such as limited
cell interactions, lack of cell structural architecture and mechanical and
biochemical signals that are present in the in vivo environment. In drug
development, the efficacy of an in vitro assay to yield accurate
biomedically relevant information is critical; consequently, the cells
used in this testing must mimic the phenotype of cells within the target
tissues. Conventionally, 2D cell cultures (i.e. monolayer cultures) are
used for in vitro drug candidate testing; however, the limitations of 2D
cultures render that an alternative method should be examined. The 3D
culture systems brought us one step closer to in vivo settings. The
narrowing in the gap between the cell culture system and cellular
physiology is a significant advantage of the 3D technique over the 2D

approach. Extracellular matrix components, cell-to-cell and cell-tomatrix interactions are some of the factors which are critical for
differentiation, proliferation, and cellular functions in vivo as can be
recapitulated or mimicked in 3D cell culture systems. Cells in a 3D
environment are effective models for 'near-in vivo' systems because they
provide us with relevant information in a variety of ways. They can
function as low-cost but highly efficient screening platforms for drug
development and testing. They give us a more accurate and realistic
predictive experimental outcomes as can be escalated for translational
benefits. 3D cell organisation reveals more unique and unexpected
insights into tumorigenesis mechanisms and may represent an important
missing component in in vitro cancer studies.
2D cell cultures – conventional and convenient
Since the early 1900s, 2D cell cultures have been the conventional
approach for a variety of in vitro cell-based experiments. These include
growing cells on a petri dish or a flask, where the cells are in contact with
a glass or plastic surface for their growth with a medium as a source of
nutrition and at body temperature (370C). 2D cell cultures are easy to
handle, provide a large number of homogenous cell types, convenient to
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test a variety of experimental variables, easy to interpret the results
obtained and arrive at useful inferences.
Morphology - These monolayers are flattened cells that grow in two
dimensions only. 2D cell cultures do not imitate the complex structural
architecture of tissues and organs in their natural in vivo settings. 2Dcultured cells are unable to simulate the microenvironment of the
original tumors.
Cell interactions- They have fewer cell-cell and cell-extracellular
matrix interactions. As a result, 2D cell cultures do not possess diverse
phenotypes. The 3D matrix had more cells in the G0/G1 phase and fewer
cells in the S phase. Cells grown in matrices rather than monolayers can
so survive for longer periods of time and proliferate at a slower rate. 2D
cells grow and adhere on a single plane, so their cell viability is
comparatively lower than in 3D cell cultures.
Type of culture exposure - Despite their ease of use, 2D monolayer
cultures give a poor correlation of data with in vivo milieu.2D cells form
a single layer on the glass or plastic plate. It enables them to get
uniformly exposed to drugs and nutrients when diffused. There is no
concentration gradient for the soluble factors since the cells are layered
evenly on the surface.
Resistance to drug toxicity - Drug sensitivity is a critical parameter to
assess in any cancer chemotherapeutic research. 2D monolayers have
less reliability in drug testing as they do not allow for communication
between cells and an extracellular matrix. 2D cells show low resistance
to drug toxicity because of their morphological and physiological
features. Hence, they are not always appropriate for in-vivo research
and cancer-related studies. It was found that the cell viability and
morphological changes observed in 3D cells post-exposure to drugs
were markedly different from 2D cultures.
3D cell cultures – revolutionary and resourceful
3D cell cultures are been popularised in the biological research domain,
owing to their fresh aspect of forming non-monolayer cells. The
introduction of 3D cell culture techniques has elevated their

applications to a level unrivalled by traditional monolayer cultures.
Changes in shape, gene and protein expression, and other physiological
processes distinguish 3D cells from monolayer counterparts, bringing
them one step closer to the in vivo real-time situation. The creation of the
extracellular matrix, as well as the interaction between 3D-grown cells
and matrix components, mimics natural in vivo circumstances. 3D cell
cultures, which may soon become the primary testing method for future
drug development applications, help to bridge the gap between in vitro
and in vivo systems and can reduce the number of animal tests in the
early phases of discovery.
Morphology with a new dimension - The potential of 3D cell culture
methods to generate morphological characteristics in the cells being
cultured is a significant contribution. This feature, which is impossible to
get via 2D cell culture, is the one that bridges the gap between traditional
in vitro 2D cell cultures. The gene expression induced in 3D culture
systems projects the cells as aggregates or in shapes of aggregates like
round, mass, grape-like and stellate. Spheroids are 3D cell cultures in
sphere-shaped formations with multiple layers. Cells grown in 3D
conditions acquire morphological features that mimic organotypic
features and in vivo tumours
Enhanced cell interactions – Cells growing in 3D form have more cellcell and cell-matrix interactions. This type of cell culture environment
influences the cells to have more diverse phenotypes. It also enables
them to have concentration gradients of soluble factors and varying
polarity. Cells are highly adaptable to new environments and thereby are
able to grow and proliferate. Studies performed in 3D models showed the
highest amount of reproducibility with slight modifications with regard
to gene expressions. This could take place in 3D models due to their
physiological interactions with neighbouring cells. 3D tissueengineered adipose tissue models serve as excellent bio-mimics for
studying cell-cell interactions, stem cell differentiation, cell organisation
mechanisms and in vitro angiogenesis.
Exposure to culture and drug toxicity -3D cell cultures have indirect
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Introduction
Primary cells obtained from human biopsies or other samples have been
utilized historically for a variety of purposes. Combining newly
acquired knowledge on complex cellular physiological functions with
advancements in cell culture techniques have enabled enhanced utility
of cells derived from human tissues. The areas in which such enhanced
applications are evident in the recent years include gene therapy, tissue
engineering, immunotherapy, establishing in vitro cell-based models for
cancer research (for example, obtaining continuous cell lines) and for
personalized cancer therapy. The types of cells that can be obtained from
human tissues for research, diagnostic and therapeutic applications can
be broadly categorized as non-cancerous and cancerous cells.
Non-cancerous cells
Non-cancerous cells that can be obtained from human systems for in
vitro experiments/applications can be broadly grouped as
undifferentiated and differentiated cells. Examples of undifferentiated
cells include the stem cells from various tissue sources and examples of
differentiated cells include epithelial cells, fibroblasts and lymphoid
cells. Stem cells by origin are undifferentiated but endowed with
indefinite cell division potential which can transdifferentiate into
specialized cells. Types of stem cells include adult stem cells,

embryonic stem cells, induced pluripotent stem cells and mesenchymal
stem cells where adult stem cells can only form certain specialized cells
while embryonic stem cells have a greater regenerative ability in terms
of number of cell types that they can generate. Stem cells forms the
basis of tissue engineering focussing greatly in regenerative medicine,
to restore the morphological and functional features of tissue after an
injury. One of the emerging trends in health care is the use of organs
derived from patient cells such as fibroblasts, adult stem cells, and
induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) for personalised medicines (i.e.,
differentiated skin cells directly can be transformed into kidney
organoids, which are functionally and structurally similar to those of
kidney tissue in-vivo). Some of the major therapeutic promises of stem
cells in regenerative medicine includes accelerating spinal cord repair,
restoring immunity after chemotherapy, alleviating muscular
degeneration, providing growth factors for protein therapy.
Fully differentiated cells
Fully differentiated cells include adipose stromal cells, amniotic fluidderived cell line
endothelial, epithelial, keratinocyte, mesothelial,
smooth muscle. These cells usually do not themselves proliferate and
are replaced by cells that are less differentiated, which is an important
consideration for therapeutic application widely seen in tissue
regeneration. Autografts are the gold standards of graft transplantation
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where micro skin transplantation is a standard therapy to massive area
skin damage. Active role of adipose-derived stem cell (ADSC)
promoting angiogenesis, increases the efficacy of autograft micro skin.
Fully differentiated cells are also used in immunotherapy to treat certain
blood cancers where CAR T-cell therapy is used to fight cancer using
altered immune cells. Here T cells are genetically engineered to produce
an artificial T cell receptor which have the ability to target a specific
protein.
Cancerous cells
Cancer cell lines established from tumor biopsies are valuable in-vitro
model systems that are widely used in cancer research to study its
mechanism and drug discovery. In order to perform the diagnosis and to
establish the prognosis of cancer, immunohistochemistry is employed
wherein use of biomarkers can be predictive to some targeted therapies
which is helpful to determine the stage, grade, cell type, origin of a
metastasis and site of the primary tumors. They are also used in drug
development to test drug efficacy by detecting the activity of disease
targets.
Establishing cell lines
Cell lines act as an excellent in-vitro models and are used in molecular
diagnosis of cancer. They can be created directly from a living organism;
a single cell can be induced to multiply into numerous cells by clonal
expansion. Since cell lines mimic the cellular homogeneity of almost all
human tissues, they are used to create in-vitro models, which are

constantly being developed to find biomarkers for cancer, skin diseases,
lung dysfunctions, and better tumour cell visualisation.
A homogeneous population of cells is provided by cell lines so they are
simple to
cultivate and can be sub cultured indefinitely through
an adequate number of passes to produce vast numbers of cells in a short
amount of time. Viability and easy availability of cell line gave way to
immense scientific advancements in areas like antibody production,
vaccine development, drug testing, genetic function studies, cancer cell
growth studies and artificial skin development. Cancer cell lines led to
the treatment of multiple myeloma using proteasome inhibitors and lung
cancer cell lines are used in translational research.

Conclusion
Human organs and tissues are the primary sources of cell lines that can be
used for in vitro experiments. These cells which are of two broad
categories, the non-cancerous and the cancerous cell types have their
own applications for in vitro studies. While non-cancerous cells are
useful for applications such as tissue engineering, cancerous cells from
tumour biopsies are vital to establish continuous cell lines that are
fundamental for research applications. Advancements in understanding
the complex cellular physiology, the way cells can be grown and studied
in vitro have enhanced the applications of cells obtained from a human
biological system for research and direct therapeutic interventions.
Contact details: shreesurya01@gmail.com
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and different exposure to drugs and nutrients. This owes to their cells
growing in all three dimensions 3D systems gave a more dependable
and realistic description of metabolic pathways within tumour milieus
through experimental investigation. This aids in the development of
innovative drug delivery systems for chemotherapy. Furthermore,
culturing cells in 3D systems induces changes in gene and protein
expressions of the cells, which can help to identify new drug targets. The
utility of 3D cultures of prostatic cells derived via tissue engineering
procedures in several aspects of drug research, including drug
discovery, dose, tumour penetration, drug combinations, and cancer
vaccine development.
Why does the morphological uniqueness in 3D cell cultures make
them better than 2D cultures?
Cells growing in 2D reach confluence soon after they cover the full
culture surface available, and then they enter the decline phase. Methods
for culturing these cells as non-monolayers are used by preventing cell
adhesion to culture tubes. During attachment, the cells lose their usual
spindle structure and develop more as spheres. In appropriate
conditions, such spheres can be cultivated as cell aggregates, which
differ in their properties when cultured as monolayers. When the same
cell type is investigated as monolayers and as 3D aggregates, several
changes in gene expression, shape, and synthetic characteristics, as well
as exchange of material from the medium, culture medium

requirements, and interactions with other cell types, can be seen. 3D
cultures imitate the natural cells in tissues and organs and this property of
3D cell cultures aids to provide accurate data for biomedical analysis,
cell-cell data and other cell mechanistic properties like cell proliferation,
differentiation and development information. The oxygen and nutrient
gradients present in 3D cells also mimic the in-vivo tumour
microenvironment. It gives the flexibility to produce co-cultures and
mimic relevant mechanisms. Overall, 3D cell cultures have the potential
to minimise the usage of animal models in clinical trials and have
promising outcomes in the future of cancer research.

Conclusion
With the advent of 3D cell cultures, in vitro studies are now closer to
animal models in many aspects. They provide biologically superior
structures that can be used to examine intricate interactions that were
previously impossible to research in 2D cultures. 3D cultures can be
utilised to efficiently grasp complex investigations for scientific and
applied research. The rapid developments in instrumentation technology
and material sciences have aided the concurrent increase in complexity
in cell culture procedures. 3D cell cultures have a wide range of
applications, including drug discovery, pharmacological studies, cell
physiology, gene and protein expression, cancer research, tissue
engineering, and enhancing biotech sector productivity.
Contact details: Ms. Swethaa: swethaang20@gmail.com
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Dementia patients struggle to cope with change

Credit: Visual Stories, Micheile

T

here are many different types of dementia, such as Alzheimer's
disease and frontotemporal dementia (FTD), which are
characterised by the build-up of different toxic proteins in
different parts of the brain. This means that the symptoms of dementia
vary, and can include problems with memory, speech, behaviour or
vision. But one symptom seen across every type of dementia is a
difficulty in responding to unexpected situations.
Dr Thomas Cope from the MRC Cognition and Brain Science Unit and
Department of Clinical Neurosciences at the University of Cambridge
said: “At the heart of all dementias is one core symptom, which is that
when things change or go unexpectedly, people find it very difficult. If
people are in their own environment and everything is going to plan,
then they are OK. But as soon as the kettle's broken or they go
somewhere new, they can find it very hard to deal with.”
To understand why this happens, Dr Cope and colleagues analysed data
from 75 patients, all of whom are affected by one of four types of
dementia that affect different areas of the brain. The patients, together
with 48 healthy controls, listened to changing sounds while their brain
activity was recorded by a magnetoencephalography machine, which
measures the tiny magnetic fields produced by electrical currents in the
brain. Unlike traditional MRI scanners, these machines allow very
precise timing of what is happening in the brain and when. The results of
their experiment are published today in the Journal of Neuroscience.
During the scan, the volunteers watched a silent film – David
Attenborough's Planet Earth, but without its soundtrack – while
listening to a series of beeps. The beeps occurred at a steady pattern, but
occasionally a beep would be different, for example a higher pitch or
different volume.
The team found that the unusual beep triggered two responses in the
brain: an immediate response followed by a second response around
200 milliseconds – a fifth of a second – a later.

and how they were connected up, and combined their data with that
from MRI scans, which show the structure of the brain. They showed
that damage to areas of the brain known as 'multiple demand networks'
was associated with a reduction in the later response.
Multiple demand networks, which are found both at the front and rear
of the brain, are areas of the brain that do not have a specific task, but
instead are involved in general intelligence – for example problems
solving. They are highly evolved, found only in humans, primates and
more intelligent animals. It is these networks that allow us to be flexible
in our environment.
In the healthy volunteers, the sound is picked up by the auditory
system, which relays information to the multiple demand network to be
processed and interpreted. The network then 'reports back' to the
auditory system, instructing it whether to carry on or to attend to the
sound.
“There's a lot of controversy about what exactly multiple demand
networks do and how involved they are in our basic perception of the
world,” said Dr Cope. “There's been an assumption that these
intelligence networks work 'above' everything else, doing their own
thing and just taking in information. But what we've shown is no,
they're fundamental to how we perceive the world.
“That's why we can look at a picture and immediately pick out the faces
and immediately pick out the relevant information, whereas somebody
with dementia will look at that scene a bit more randomly and won't
immediately pick out what's important.”
While the research does not point to any treatments that may alleviate
the symptom, it reinforces advice given to dementia patients and their
families, said Dr Cope.

The initial response came from the basic auditory system, recognising
that it had heard a beep. This response was the same in the patients and
healthy volunteers.

“The advice I give in my clinics is that you can help people who are
affected by dementia by taking a lot more time to signpost changes,
flagging to them that you're going to start talking about something
different or you're going to do something different. And then repeat
yourself more when there's a change, and understand why it's important
to be patient as the brain recognises the new situation.”

The second response, however, recognised that the beep was unusual.
This response was much smaller among the people with dementia than
among the healthy volunteers. In other words, in the healthy controls,
the brain was better at recognising that something had changed.

Although their study only looked at patients with dementia, the
findings may explain similar phenomena experienced by people living
with conditions such as schizophrenia, where brain networks can
become disrupted.

The researchers looked at which brain areas activated during the task

Source: University of Cambridge news release
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Discovery of a radio wave signal from cosmic dawn

R

esearchers have conclusively refuted a recent claim of the
discovery of a radio wave signal from cosmic dawn, the time in
the infancy of our Universe when the first stars and galaxies
came into existence.
In 2018 a team of researchers from Arizona State University (ASU) and
MIT in the US detected a signal from stars emerging in the early
universe using data from the EDGES radio telescope. The study
published in the journal Nature created much excitement in the
astronomy community around the world.
ASU/MIT team had claimed the discovery of a radio wave signalling
the birth of the First Stars, which was also hailed by Harvard
astrophysicist Avi Loeb as worthy of two Nobel prizes. However, the
world awaited confirmation from independent researchers.
Utilising the indigenously invented and built SARAS 3 radio telescope,
researchers from Raman Research Institute, an autonomous institute of
the Department of Science & Technology, Govt. of India refuted this
claim.
The SARAS 3 radio telescope invented and built by the astronomers at
RRI is the first telescope worldwide to reach the required sensitivity.
The signal claimed to have been detected by the ASU/MIT team

cosmological signals, especially radiation emitted by hydrogen atoms
at the 21-cm wavelength (1.4 GHz) arising from the depths of the
cosmos. The signal from Cosmic Dawn is expected to arrive on Earth
stretched in wavelength to metres and lowered in frequency by the
expansion of the Universe to lie in the radio frequency band 50-200
MHz.
Detecting a faint signal from such an early period of the Universe is
extremely difficult. The celestial signal is exceptionally faint – buried
in sky radio waves that come to us from the gas in our own Galaxy, the
Milky Way, which are a million times brighter.
Besides, this cosmic signal is in a radio wavelength band used by
numerous terrestrial communications equipment and TV and FM radio
stations, which makes detecting the extra-terrestrial signal extremely
difficult.
However, RRI scientists and engineers have risen to the challenge and
designed and calibrated the SARAS radio telescope to discern signals
from Cosmic Dawn. It is one of the most sensitive instruments in the
world in this field of research today.
Having designed, built, validated performance in the RRI laboratories,
the SARAS radio telescope was deployed by the RRI team led by Prof.
Subrahmanyan in isolated sites in India to gather celestial radio waves
with minimum terrestrial man-made radio interference. The telescope
was first deployed in rural Timbaktu Collective in Anantapur district.
The subsequent deployment took place in the wilderness of transHimalayan Ladakh, logistics kindly supported by the Indian
Astronomical Observatory, operated by the Indian Institute of
Astrophysics. These expeditions yielded sensitive data that
significantly improved our knowledge of Cosmic Dawn by
conclusively ruling out families of theoretical models thitherto
believed possible.
Latest unique deployment over water

required exotic and non-standard physics and caused astrophysicists
worldwide to invent new theories, which are all now redundant. This
research of the Raman Research Institute restores confidence in our
understanding of the evolving Universe, re-establishing the prevailing
cosmological model of the cosmos. The RRI findings are now published
in Nature Astronomy.
SARAS: experiment and science
SARAS is a niche high-risk high-gain experimental effort of RRI
initiated and led by Prof. Ravi Subrahmanyan, along with Prof. N. Udaya
Shankar. It was a courageous attempt to design, build and deploy in India
a precision radio telescope to detect extremely faint radio wave signals
from the depths of time, from our “Cosmic Dawn” when the first stars
and galaxies formed in the early Universe.
The CMB Distortion Laboratory at RRI has pioneered the development
of state-of-the-art radio telescopes which are designed to detect faint

Recently, RRI astronomers came up with the idea of floating the radio
telescope on a raft on water, an intelligent design that substantially
enhanced telescope performance and had never been conceived of in
the world. This helped provide a homogenous medium of high
dielectric constant below the antenna improving sensitivity and
reducing confusing radio waves emitted by the very ground beneath
radio telescopes.
In 2020 the radio telescope was deployed in lakes in Northern
Karnataka, on Dandiganahalli Lake and Sharavati backwaters. Living
in isolated rural DRIK Viveka campus of social worker and Padma
Shri award winner Anita Reddy, RRI astronomers gathered the most
precise measurements to date. The focused goal during this
deployment was the cross-verification of the claimed detection of the
21-cm signal by the ASU/MIT EDGES experiment.
The strength of the reported signal from Cosmic Dawn was indeed
bizarre compared to theoretical predictions. Given that the
measurements were difficult, cross verification of such a claim had
become an urgent priority as errors in instrument calibration might
result in spurious deductions.
Findings
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How baboons keep healthy family boundaries

F

inding love in a small, isolated place can be tough when
everyone is a familiar face, or when half the dating pool is
already out because they're all close relatives.

That's no less true for the wild baboons of Amboseli, who live in closeknit groups of 20 to 150 at the foot of Mount Kilimanjaro in Kenya.
A new Duke University-led study takes an in-depth look at the various
ways these monkeys keep their family and romantic lives from getting
too intertwined.
Drawing on 48 years of data on the family trees and mate choices of
1,624 wild baboons, the researchers were able to better understand how
baboons avoid inbreeding, but also where their barriers break down.
Because closer relatives have more similar DNA, inbreeding increases
the chances that offspring will inherit two identical copies of a defective
gene -- the same version from each parent -- and no “normal” copy to
compensate for its ill effects.
Infant baboons in captivity are much more likely to die at birth if their
parents were closely related. But this rarely happens in the wild, said
senior author Susan Alberts, professor of biology at Duke. Sifting
through pedigree data on 607 offspring born between 1971 and 2019,
Alberts and colleagues found that only six infants -- 1% -- were born to
parents who were close kin.
The researchers say that's partly because, like in many monkeys and
apes, baboon brothers and sisters go their separate ways as they grow up.
While females spend their whole lives within the group where they were
born, males leave their families as they reach adulthood to seek out other
groups and make a life for themselves elsewhere.
That, coupled with high mortality rates for wild baboons, means that
opposite-sex kin rarely overlap in adulthood, since their time together is

Discovery of a radio wave
After a rigorous statistical analysis led by Dr. Saurabh Singh, a research
scientist at RRI, SARAS 3 did not find any evidence of the signal
claimed by the EDGES experiment. The presence of the signal is
decisively rejected after a careful assessment of the measurement
uncertainties.
Therefore, the finding implies that the detection reported by EDGES
was likely contamination of their measurement and not a signal from the
depths of space and time. SARAS 3 was indeed the first experiment to
reach the required sensitivity and cross-verify the claim of the signal
detection.
However, astronomers still do not know what the actual signal looks like.
Having rejected the ASU/MIT claim, the SARAS experiment is geared
towards discovering the true nature of Cosmic Dawn. The SARAS 3
team at RRI is planning more observations on remote lakes in India.
Such expeditions will allow the team to detect the 21-cm signal from the
Cosmic Dawn and unravel this last remaining gap in the history of our
Universe.

cut short by death or dispersal, the authors report.
“The risk of inbreeding for your average baboon is pretty low,” Alberts
said. “They don't have that many opportunities.”
Even when close relatives do live together as adults, they go out of their
way to avoid sexual contact.
The researchers combed through detailed records of courtships between
178 adult females and 208 males to put together a picture of baboon
mating choices. For each female, they identified which males courted
her during her most fertile times: following her around, grooming her,
mounting her, and keeping her from the advances of other males during
the days in her cycle when she was most likely to conceive.
The researchers saw from the data that baboons generally steer clear of
mates that are half-siblings or closer. Genetically speaking that means
any animal with whom they share 25% or more of their DNA.
But baboons proved less discriminating with their father's side of the
family than their mother's. Mother-son dalliances were almost
nonexistent, but things got murkier between fathers and daughters, even
though father-daughter pairs share the same amount of DNA as motherson pairs. And while half-siblings from the same mother managed to
avoid each other, “paternal half-siblings appear to make more
mistakes,” Alberts aid.
The most likely explanation, Alberts said, is that baboons simply have
more familiarity with the female side of the family they've known since
birth. It's easier for a male baboon to recognize his maternal sisters, since
they all grew up suckling the same mom, but paternal sisters are more of
a mystery.
“The particularly strong bond that mothers form with their offspring
give them a very reliable cue about who their relatives are,” Alberts said.
“By contrast, while fathers can certainly play a big role in their
offspring's lives, the fact that this species is not monogamous means that
paternity is never certain. That makes the cues of paternal kinship less
reliable, more error prone.”
The study appeared Feb. 24 in the online edition of Current Biology.
Source: Duke University news release. Author: Robin A. Smith
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Tiny mite triggers domino effect in the high Andes
Pumas, condors and grasslands impacted after mange wipes out park's vicuñas

A social group of vicuñas stand vigilant in the plains of San Guillermo National Park, Argentina. (Joe Riis)

T

he idea of food chains and food webs in the animal kingdom is
simple: Remove a link or thread, and the system is broken. But
nature is complex, and it's not always clear how the absence of
one species may impact others.

Other times, the connection is devastatingly clear.
Argentina's wild vicuñas are close relatives of alpacas and llamas. For
decades, vicuñas, pumas and condors have been intrinsically connected,
sustaining the high Andes ecosystem of Argentina's San Guillermo
National Park: Vicuñas grazed the grass. Pumas preyed extensively
upon the vicuña. And condors depended on the pumas' leftovers. That is,
until recent years, when one by one, each of these relationships
unraveled across the landscape after a mange outbreak decimated the
park's vicuña population in less than five years.
What happens when a disease disrupts a protected ecosystem so
forcefully that cascading consequences are felt by nearly all wildlife and
plants within it?
A study published in the journal Ecology Letters examines how the
mange outbreak among vicuñas restructured tightly linked food-chain
interactions that were previously driven by pumas, also called mountain

lions or cougars.

Remote chances
It also illustrates how even remote parks are not fully safe from human
impacts. A recent UC Davis study indicates the mange outbreak
stemmed from domestic llamas introduced to private lands outside the
park.
“This preserve is about as remote as you can get, with very little human
interaction, and yet it is still not safe from human activities occurring
hundreds of miles away,” said co-leading author Justine Smith, as
assistant professor with the UC Davis Department of Wildlife, Fish and
Conservation Biology. “Pathogens can take hold quickly, leaving
animals with little time to respond or adapt. We might see unintended
consequences that we should be preparing for when managing at-risk
populations of wildlife.”

Chain reactions
Sarcoptic mange is a highly contagious disease in which parasitic mites
burrow under the skin, making it too painful to move and forage. Many
animals starve or become easy prey.
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When the study's authors began to see mange rapidly spread through the
park, they were already studying pumas and vicuñas there. They
switched gears to study the chain reaction of the disease outbreak in
2015.
They tracked condors, pumas and vicuñas with GPS devices and used a
combination of on-the-ground vegetation surveys and remote sensing
data from satellites to analyze landscape changes. Researchers and field
technicians also collected data on vicuña densities, mange prevalence
and puma hunting behavior.
Their findings show that introduced disease can cause rapid and
catastrophic changes to wildlife populations and their ecosystems.
“The changes to the landscape were really evident even as we were
collecting the data to confirm these patterns,” said co-leading author
Julia Monk, a Ph.D. candidate at Yale School of the Environment. “We
went from seeing condors daily to going months on end without
encountering them, and the open plains that were practically bare when I
started working in the park had exploded with vegetation by my next
field season. ”

Tiny mite, big changes
Before the outbreak, pumas had been the biggest threat to vicuñas,
whose grazing strategy was designed around avoiding them. But the tiny
mite turned out to be the much bigger threat.

A puma walks through open plains in San Guillermo National Park,
Argentina. (Joe Riis)

where a puma was hunting a tuco-tuco, a small rodent.

Range anxiety
The changes among the animals also brought massive change to the
landscape. Bare ground became covered in grasses over huge expanses
visible from space. Vegetation increased up to 900% in areas where
vicuñas preferentially foraged to avoid becoming puma prey. There is
some concern this growth could spark a population explosion of
European hares, although more research is needed to verify those
concerns.
“We don't really know how or if these systems will recover,” Smith said.
“Will they return to the system we knew, or will a new balance emerge
from these dynamics? It's hard to predict.”
The scientists say the study also highlights the importance of baseline
monitoring, basic research and supporting the capacity of scientists
outside the United States.
An Andean condor soars above San Guillermo National Park,
Argentina. (Joe Riis)
The study found that vicuñas plummeted from more than 17
individuals per square kilometer before the outbreak, to 1 per square
kilometer by 2020. Condors, which were the primary scavengers and
abundant in the system, eventually left the park entirely when their
food source disappeared.
The impact on pumas, the park's top carnivore, is less clear, as tracking
collars were only operational through 2017. The authors know that at
least one puma they monitored starved to death, though puma sightings
remained common throughout the study. Anecdotally, the authors also
observed animals switching prey to smaller items, such as an instance

“Continuing to support our colleagues in Argentina who have worked
for decades to understand and protect this unique system will be vital for
tracing the continuing effects of the disease and for promoting the
ecosystem's recovery,” Monk said.
Additional co-authoring institutions include Fundación Rewilding
Argentina, INIBIOMA-CONICET in Argentina, University of
Wisconsin-Madison, Smithsonian National Zoo and Conservation
Biology Institute, Universidad Nacional de La Plata in Argentina, and
UC Berkeley.
Source: UC Davis news release. Author: Kat Kerlin
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Bacteria upcycle carbon waste into valuable chemicals
In a new pilot study, the researchers selected,
engineered and optimized a bacteria strain and
then successfully demonstrated its ability to
convert CO2 into acetone and isopropanol
(IPA).
Not only does this new gas fermentation
process remove greenhouse gases from the
atmosphere, it also avoids using fossil fuels,
which are typically needed to generate
acetone and IPA. After performing life-cycle
analysis, the team found the carbon-negative
platform could reduce greenhouse gas
emissions by 160% as compared to
conventional processes, if widely adopted.
“The accelerating climate crisis, combined
with rapid population growth, pose some of
the most urgent challenges to humankind, all
linked to the unabated release and
accumulation of CO 2 across the entire
biosphere,” said Northwestern's Michael
Jewett, co-senior author of the study. “By
harnessing our capacity to partner with
biology to make what is needed, where and
when it is needed, on a sustainable and

renewable basis, we can begin to take
advantage of the available CO2 to transform
the bioeconomy.” Jewett is the Walter P.
Murphy Professor of Chemical and
Biological Engineering at Northwestern's
McCormick School of Engineering and
director of the Center for Synthetic Biology.
He co-led the study with Michael Koepke and
Ching Leang, both researchers at LanzaTech.
Necessary industrial bulk and platform
chemicals, acetone and IPA are found nearly
everywhere, with a combined global market
topping $10 billion. Widely used as a
disinfectant and antiseptic, IPA is the basis for
one of the two World Health Organization-

recommended sanitizer formulas, which are
highly effective in killing the SARS-CoV-2
virus. And acetone is a solvent for many
plastics and synthetic fibers, thinning
polyester resin, cleaning tools and nail polish
remover. While these chemicals are incredibly
useful, they are generated from fossil
resources, leading to climate-warming CO2
emissions. To manufacture these chemicals
more sustainably, the researchers developed a
new gas fermentation process. They started
with Clostridium autoethanogenum, an
anaerobic bacterium engineered at LanzaTech.
Then, the researchers used synthetic biology
tools to reprogram the bacterium to ferment
CO 2 to make acetone and IPA. “These
innovations, led by cell-free strategies that
guided both strain engineering and
optimization of pathway enzymes, accelerated
time to production by more than a year,”
Jewett said. The study was published on Feb.
21 in the journal Nature Biotechnology.
Source: Northwestern University news release

Biochemistry

Mass action controls metabolite homeostasis
Scientists have long wondered whether there
is a regulatory strategy for clearing metabolites, like amino acids or citrate that keeps
blood levels in a healthy range. The Rabinowitz Lab, Princeton University, reports
instead that metabolite homeostasis in animals
doesn't require any sensing at all: a chemical
principle known as mass action oversees
homeostasis, automatically clearing many of
these circulating metabolites when they show
up in the bloodstream without the production
of a signal hormone. Circulating metabolites
feed our organs a continuous supply of
essential nutrients and building blocks.
Understanding their regulation and control
has important implications for the treatment of
disease. In order to responsibly manipulate
amino acid levels or carbocyclic acid levels to
bolster the immune system or impair tumor
growth, for example, we have to understand
the basic rules by which these levels are
governed physiologically.
The lab's recent paper in Nature Metabolism,
“Circulating metabolite homeostasis achieved
through mass action,” lays out the biology in
the first quantitative study in animals to

demonstrate the relationship of mass action to
the preservation of home-ostasis. More
broadly, it illustrates how chemistry can
illuminate and even solve longstanding
biological questions. Res-earchers on the
project are from the Department of Chemistry,
the Lewis-Sigler Institute for Integrative
Genomics, and the Ludwig Institute for
Cancer Research Princeton Branch and the
Department of Molecular Biology. Xiaoxuan
Li, an advisee of Rabinowitz who earned her
Ph.D. in molecular biology, is lead author on
the paper. “In layman's terms, when you eat a
meal and you have an influx of amino acids
from protein or acetate from vinegar, your
body naturally adapts to clear the excess
levels from the bloodstream. This happens
simply via chemical machinery that makes the
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nutrients go away in proportion to how
abundant they are. It doesn't take any
regulation or sensing – you never sense these
things. You eat them and your body consumes
them,” said Joshua Rabinowitz, professor of
chemistry and Lewis-Sigler. “We tested this
idea in abundant circulating metabolites and
found that the consumption fluxes of most
metabolites are directly proportional to the
metabolite concentration, and for everything
but glucose, the production fluxes remain at a
similar level,” said Xianfeng Zeng, one of the
paper's authors and a former graduate student
in the Rabinowitz Lab. “That indicates that the
body maintains the homeostasis by increasing
consumption, but not by reducing production.
Source: Princeton University news release.
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Touch sensitive brain cells controlled by micromagnets
Published in Advanced Science, the pioneering technique called “magneto-mechanical
stimulation” or MMS, allows touch sensitive
brain glial cells called astrocytes to be
stimulated with a magnetic device outside the
body. Microscopic magnetic particles, or
micro-magnets, are attached to astrocytes, and
used as miniature mechanical switches that
can turn “on” the cells when a strong magnet is
placed near the head. Co-author, Professor
Alexander Gourine said: “Astrocytes are starshaped cells found throughout the brain. They
are strategically positioned between the brain
blood vessels and nerve cells. These cells
provide neurons with essential metabolic and
structural support, modulate neuronal circuit
activity and may also function as versatile
surveyors of brain milieu, tuned to sense
conditions of potential metabolic insufficiency. “The ability to control brain
astrocytes using a magnetic field gives the
researchers a new tool to study the function of
these cells in health and disease that may be
important for future development of novel and
effective treatments for some common

neurological disorders, such as epilepsy and
stroke." Senior author, Professor Mark
Lythgoe said: “Because astrocytes are
sensitive to touch, decorating them with
magnetic particles means you can give the
cells a tiny prod from outside the body using a
magnet, and as such, control their function.
This ability to remotely control astrocytes
provides a new tool for understanding their
function and may have the potential to treat
brain and mood disorders, including
depression."
In developing MMS, scientists at UCL set out
to create a more clinically relevant brain cell
control technique. This contrasts with other
existing research tools, such as optogenetics

and chemogenetics, which require foreign
genes to be inserted into the brain cells,
typically with the help of a virus. This need for
genetic modification has been a major obstacle
to the clinical translation of the existing
methods. Lead researcher Dr Yichao Yu said:
“Our new technology uses magnetic particles
and magnets to remotely and precisely control
brain cell activity and, importantly, does this
without introducing any device or foreign gene
into the brain. “In the laboratory-based study,
we coated microscopic magnetic particles
with an antibody that enables them to bind
specifically to astrocytes. The particles were
then delivered to the target brain region in the
rat via injection. “Another advantage of using
micromagnets is that they light up on an MRI
scan so we can track their location and target
very particular parts of the brain to get precise
control of brain function.”
Source: University College London news
release

Biotechnology

A tiny device made from DNA promise for treating resistant tumors
One of the most promising avenues in treating
cancer is to restore our immune system's
ability to recognize and attack cancerous cells.
A team of University of Chicago chemists and
biologists developed a tiny device that can
locate tumor cells and force them to reveal
themselves to patrolling immune cells. In tests
with mice, this resulted in tumor regression.
The research paper was published Nature
Nanotechnology. The focus of the developed
nanodevices is a particular type of cell known
as tumor-associated macrophages, or TAMs.
TAMs can comprise up to 50% of tumor mass
in triple-negative breast cancer. Becker's
group found that TAMs harbored a high level
of a kind of enzyme called cysteine proteases.
They knew these particular enzymes live in
lysosomes, which work as the “stomach” of
the cell, so Becker's insight was that they
might be “over-digesting” tumor antigens -thereby concealing cancerous cells from
patrolling CD8+ T cells. To test this idea,
Becker's group needed to prove that the
problem really did lie in the lysosomes eating

away at the antigens. So they used mice whose
macrophages lacked a protein that regulates
lysosomal enzyme levels and activity. They
found that indeed, the lysosomes in the TAMs
of these mice weren't destroying antigens as
much. This ultimately allowed CD8+ T cells
to “see” and attack the tumor. Meanwhile,
Krishnan, an expert in DNA nanotechnology,
had recently developed the expertise to send
tiny nanodevices made out of DNA directly to
the lysosomes of specific immune cells. The
two labs teamed up to overcome this
challenge.
Kasturi Chakraborty, a
postdoctoral scholar in Becker's lab, developed a tiny DNA nanodevice that delivered a
cysteine protease inhibitor. When Chang Cui,
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a graduate student in the Becker lab, injected it
into a mouse with a tumor, this nanodevice
preferentially targeted lysosomes inside
TAMs, where it stopped the enzymes from
destroying antigens—rendering them once
again “visible” to patrolling immune cells.
Combining this DNA nanodevice with
frontline chemotherapy led to sustained tumor
regression in a triple-negative-breast-cancer
model in tests with mice. This outcome was
exciting because this type of cancer is
particularly difficult to treat. It's also a
fundamentally different approach from the
standard way that researchers think about
treating cancer: “When we target a drug,
success usually means you have killed the cell
you wanted to target,” said Krishnan.
“However, in our approach, our intent was not
to kill the target cells, but rather reprogram
them and change their character. Once the
nanodevice flips the switch in a TAM, natural
immunity takes care of the rest.”
Source: University of Chicago news release.
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Study hints at how early life experiences may affect brain wiring
Researchers focused on two types of brain
cells that have been linked to adult neurological disorders: neurons in a modulating
system nestled deep in the brain and other
neurons in the cortex, the brain's outermost
layer, that counteract excitation in other cells
using inhibitory effects. The modulating cells
send long-range cables to the cortex to
remotely influence cortical cell activity. The
study is the first to show that these two types
of cells communicate very early in brain
development. A chemical released from the
modulating cells initiates the branching, or
arborization, of axons, the long, slender
extensions of nerve cell bodies that transmit
messages, on the cortical cells – and that
arborization dictates how effective the cells in
the cortex are at doing their job. “It's known
that abnormal early-life experiences can
impact kids' future sensation and behavior.
This finding may help explain that kind of
mechanism,” said Hiroki Taniguchi, associate
professor of pathology in The Ohio State

University College of Medicine and senior
author of the study. “This study provides new
insight into brain development and brain
pathology. It's possible that during development, depending on animals' experiences,
this modulating system activity can be
changed and, accordingly, the cortical circuit
wiring can be changed.” Taniguchi completed
the work with co-authors André Steinecke and
McLean Bolton while he was an investigator
at the Max Planck Florida Institute for Neuroscience. The research is published on March
9, 2022, in the journal Science Advances.

inhibitory neurons in the cortical section of the
brain, and neurons of the cholinergic system –
one of the systems that monitor the
environment and the internal state, and send
signals to the rest of the brain to trigger
memory and appropriate behaviors. “Both of
these types of cells have been separately
studied in the context of adult functions or
modulations so far. The developmental role of
cholinergic neurons in the brain wiring
remains poorly understood,” Taniguchi said.
The team used two techniques to observe
chandelier cells during early-life brain
development in mice: genetically targeting
and using a dye to label and detect cells that
differentiate into chandelier cells, and
transplanting genetically manipulated cells
back into animals shortly after birth. “This
enabled us to watch brain development as it
happens and manipulate conditions to test
what the mechanisms are,” Taniguchi said.

The study involved chandelier cells, a type of

Source: Ohio State University news release

Computational Biology

Researchers use machine learning to understand how brain cells work
A research team led by Daifeng Wang, a
Waisman Center professor of biostatistics and
medical informatics and computer sciences at
the University of Wisconsin–Madison, is
adapting machine learning and artificial
intelligence techniques to better understand
how a variety of traits together affect the way
neurons work and behave. Called manifold
learning, the approach may help researchers
better understand and even predict brain
disorders by looking at specific neuronal
properties. In the first study, reported in the
journal Communications Biology, the
researchers showed they could apply manifold
learning to predict the features of neurons.
Using information from roughly 3,000
neurons in the mouse brain, the scientists
applied manifold learning to align gene
expression and electrophysiological data.
They found that both of these neuronal cell
features show similar patterns — high values
in the same group of cells, but low values in
the rest of the cells — and were aligned in
“multi-dimensional space,” or demonstrated a

relationship to one another. This defines their
so-called manifold shape, a complex
mathematical description of the neurons'
properties. “Based on this manifold shape, we
found that cells can be clustered together into
different groups,” says Wang, also a professor
of biostatistics and medical informatics at the
UW School of Medicine and Public Health.
The scientists then asked how genes might
work together to influence cellular
electrophysiology. Using cell clusters, they
found links between electrophysiological
features and specific genes that control the
expression of other genes. Some of these

genes are also involved in controlling the
immune system, suggesting an interaction
between neuronal communication and
inflammation. With this data, Wang and his
students then explored whether they could
make predictions about a neuron's electrophysiological features based on gene
expression. Wang compared this to trying to
predict the relationship between traffic
patterns in a particular part of a city and the
number of take-out orders from area
restaurants at any given time of day. Wang's
team then used the data they gathered to inform
their second study, published in the Journal
Nature Computational Science. It describes a
new and improved type of manifold learning
that addresses the limitations of earlier models
and could help researchers better understand
neuron function in the context of health and
disease. Called deepManReg, the new model
improves the prediction of neuronal
characteristics based on gene expression and
electrophysiology.
Source: University of Wisconsin-Madison
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Aging slows to a crawl when the animals hibernate
A team of UCLA biologists and colleagues
studying yellow-bellied marmots discovered
that hibernation slows aging. These large
ground squirrels are able to virtually halt the
aging process during the seven to eight
months they spend hibernating in their
underground burrows, the researchers report
in the journal Nature Ecology and Evolution.
The study, the first to analyze the rate of aging
among marmots in the wild, shows that this
anti-aging phenomenon kicks in once the
animals reach 2 years old, their age of sexual
maturity. The researchers studied marmot
blood samples collected over multiple
summer seasons in Colorado, when the
animals are active above ground, to build
statistical models that allowed them to
estimate what occurred during hibernation.
They assessed the biological aging of the
marmots based on what are known as
epigenetic changes — hundreds of chemical
modifications that occur to their DNA. “Our
results from different statistical approaches
reveal that epigenetic aging essentially stalls

during hibernation,” said lead author Gabriela
Pinho, who conducted the study as a UCLA
doctoral student advised by Daniel Blumstein
and Robert Wayne, professors of ecology and
evolutionary biology. “We found that the
epigenetic age of marmots increases during
the active season, stops during hibernation
and continues to increase in the next active
season.” This process, the researchers said,
helps explain why the average life span of a
yellow-bellied marmot is longer than would
be expected from its body weight.
The marmots' hibernation alternates between
periods of metabolic suppression that last a
week or two and shorter periods of increased

metabolism, which generally last less than a
day. During metabolic suppression, their
breathing slows and their body temperature
drops dramatically, to the point that “they feel
like fuzzy, cold rocks,” Blumstein said. In
addition, they use a miniscule amount of
energy, burning about a single gram of fat a
day. “That's essentially nothing for a 5,000-to6,000–gram (11–13 lbs.) animal,” Pinho
noted. This allows them to save energy and
survive long periods without food. During
their active summer season, marmots eat a lot,
doubling their weight so that they have
sufficient fat to survive the next hibernation
period. All of these hibernation-related
conditions — diminished food consumption,
low body temperature and reduced
metabolism — are known to counter the aging
process and promote longevity, the researchers
said. This delayed aging is likely to occur in
other mammals that hibernate, they said,
because the molecular and physiological
changes are similar.
Source: UCLA news release

Ecological Science

Eye in the sky helps scientists “see” underground
The world underground is a busy place, with
everything from fat nightcrawlers to
microscopic fungi forming a community of
workers that break down plant material to free
nutrients — processes that are vital to
sustaining life on Earth. Given humanity's
hefty footprint, it's important to identify where
these processes are working well, and where
they may need help. But how can we do that
across vast landscapes? A new study published in Ecological Monographs and led by
University of Minnesota ecologists suggests
the answer could come from above.
Researchers from around the U.S., Canada,
and Switzerland using remote sensing to study
plant communities report that plant traits we
can sense from satellites and airplanes can
provide valuable insights into what's going on
beneath the soil. “The ability to use remote
sensing to predict soil processes across large
spatial extents has really important implications for understanding and modeling
Earth's biogeochemical cycles, including how
nitrogen moves through ecosystems and how

carbon accumulates and is stored belowground,” says lead author Jeannine CavenderBares, Distinguished McKnight University
professor of ecology, evolution and behavior
in the College of Biological Sciences and
director of the NSF ASCEND Biology
Integration Institute.
Researchers relied on innovative technology
that makes it possible to use differences in
light absorption and reflection to identify
from a distance not only what kinds of plants
grow where, but also their chemical
composition. They used the technology to
characterize the types and chemical
characteristics of plants in two grasslands—a
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vegetation-rich site in Nebraska and a lessvegetated site at the University's Cedar Creek
Ecosystem Science Reserve in Minnesota.
They then literally dug into the matter,
excavating soils beneath the remotely sensed
sites and measuring soil health traits such as
microbial diversity, enzyme activity, and
nitrogen and carbon concentrations. The
researchers found that what's happening
beneath the surface is indeed clearly correlated
with above-ground plant traits. The complicating news: The above-ground traits that
best predicted the below-ground traits were
different for the two sites. For the vegetationpoor site, the amount of vegetation best
predicted underground conditions, while for
the richer site, the composition of the aboveground vegetation was key. These new insights
and continued work to further develop remote
sensing capabilities will only deepen
understanding of the causes and consequences
of changes in biodiversity and inform next
generation conservation ideas and policies.
Source: University of Minnesota news release
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New method can disarm antibiotic resistance in deadly bacteria
A team of researchers led by Despoina
Mavridou of The University of Texas at
Austin found a new way to impair antibiotic
resistance in bacteria that cause human
disease, including E. coli, K. pneumoniae and
P. aeruginosa, which are responsible for the
majority of harm caused by resistant
infections. The team made the bacteria
vulnerable again to antibiotics by inhibiting a
particular protein that drives the formation of
resistance capabilities within the bacteria.
“It's a completely new way of thinking about
targeting resistance,” said Mavridou, an
assistant professor of molecular biosciences.
Antibiotic resistant bacteria have a host of
different proteins in their arsenals that
neutralize antibiotics. To function properly,
these resistance proteins must be folded into
the right shapes. The researchers discovered
that yet another protein, called DsbA, helps
fold resistance proteins into those shapes.
For their proof-of-concept study, which was
recently published in the journal eLife,
Mavridou and her fellow scientists inhibited

DsbA using chemicals that cannot be used
directly in human patients. The team plans
now to work on developing inhibitors that can
achieve the same outcome and be safely used
in humans. Their goal is to combine a DsbA
inhibitor with existing antibiotics to restore
the drugs' ability to kill bacteria. Because it
targets the machinery that helps assemble
antibiotic-resistance proteins in dangerous
bacteria, the approach would render several
types of proteins critical for resistance
ineffective by preventing their ability to fold
or create disulfide bonds. “Since the

discovery of new antibiotics is challenging, it
is crucial to develop ways to prolong the
lifespan of existing antimicrobials,” said
Christopher Furniss, one of the lead authors of
this study at Imperial College London. “Our
findings show that by targeting disulfide bond
formation and protein folding, it is possible to
reverse antibiotic resistance across several
major pathogens and resistance mechanisms.
This means that the development of clinically
useful DsbA inhibitors in the future could offer
a new way to treat resistant infections using
currently available antibiotics.” “We reasoned
that if DsbA is required for the folding of
resistance proteins, preventing it from
working would indirectly inhibit their
function,” said Nikol Kadeřábková, a
postdoctoral researcher at UT Austin and the
second lead author of the study. In continuing
work on this system, Kadeřábková is driving
the current effort to discover DsbA inhibitors
that would be safe in humans.
Source: University of Texas at Austin news
release

Microbial Science

Study paves way for advancements in photosynthetic microbes for
potential applications
A new study from the Michigan State
University-DOE Plant Research Laboratory
(PRL) brings fresh insight on the source/sink
balance of cyanobacteria and paves the way
for further advancements in photosynthetic
microbes for potential applications.
The research, conducted in the lab of MSU
biochemist Danny Ducat, was recently
p u b l i s h e d i n P l a n t P h y s i o l o g y. I n
photosynthesis, source/sink balance refers to
how the organism equalizes the light it absorbs
(source) with its capacity to use this energy
(sink). This balance is well-studied in plants,
but research on it in photosynthetic microbes
remains under-developed. This study sheds
new light on source/sink regulation in
cyanobacteria. “We started this study with a
big question: How do photosynthetic
microbes balance source/sink?” said Amit K.
Singh, a postdoc in the Ducat lab and lead
author of the study. “As metabolic engineers,
it is even more important to know the
regulatory process involved in balancing

mechanisms, for example, when we engineer
in pathways for production of biofuels or
other bioproducts, we think those new energy
needs can throw source/sink out of balance.
Hence, the findings of this study will help us
in fine tuning the cellular metabolism toward
improved production of bio-based materials.”
Using a genetically modified cyanobacterium
developed in the Ducat lab, the researchers
tested the impact of influx and efflux of
sucrose (sugar) on the physiology and
biochemistry of cyanobacterium. “One thing
that we were particularly surprised to see is
the degree to which rubisco activity was a
dominant component altered due to the
changes in sugar availability we induced,”
said Ducat, an associate professor in the PRL
and the Department of Biochemistry and
Molecular Biology and study co-author.
“Rather than a more systemic change in the
expression levels of many proteins, rubisco
appears to be the key lynchpin in this
response.” With an improved understanding
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of how cyanobacteria regulate photosynthesis,
these organisms can be genetically engineered
to be better at it. This is important in order to
use cyanobacteria as a base for engineering
environmentally friendly biomaterials. “A
deeper understanding of the mechanisms that
regulate source/sink balance in cyanobacteria
is likely to have biotechnological implications
given the potential for cyanobacteria as a
'carbon neutral' production platform to combat
anthropogenic climate change,” Amit said.
There is still much to learn in future studies
about source/sink balance in cyanobacteria. “It
is curious that we find similar outputs
regulated by source/sink signaling in cyanobacteria to those in plants, yet the central genes
required in plants are not found in cyanobacteria,” Ducat said. “This raises the
possibility that these pathways are functionally
conserved, despite a lack of evolutionary
conservation of the key players.”
Source: Michigan State University news
release.
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Scientists identify key regulator of malaria parasite spread
In a study published in Nature Microbiology,
investigators from Weill Cornell Medicine
report they have identified a protein called
HDP1 that plays a critical role in activating
genes required for the development of these
male and female gametocytes stages of the
malarial parasite Plasmodium falciparum.
The finding provides important new insights
into how the parasite controls this conversion
into gametocytes. “HDP1 is essential for the
development of the parasite's transmissible
stages,” said senior author Björn Kafsack,
assistant professor of microbiology and
immunology at Weill Cornell Medicine.
Previous research has shown that switching
between the different stages requires the
master gene regulator AP2-G, which initiates
the development of the transmissible stages
by activating other regulators of gene
expression, including HDP1.
In their new study, the researchers showed that

HDP1 is required for the parasite's maturation
to the gametocyte stage, the first time such a
connection has been shown. They used
CRISPR/Cas9 gene-editing technology to
delete the HDP1 gene in P. falciparum
parasites. Using microscopy and other lab
techniques, they were able to discover what
was happening inside these cells at the
molecular level. They found that without
HDP1, parasites were unable to turn up
expression of genes that are necessary to
assemble mature gametocytes and give them
their characteristic sickle shape. This

eventually leads to the death of these
gametocytes and leaves them unable to infect
mosquitoes. “HDP1 is the first of a previously
uncharacterized class of DNA-binding
proteins identified in malaria,” said first author
Riward Campelo Morillo, a research associate
in microbiology and immunology in the
Kafsack lab. “It provided us with a greater
understanding of how genes are regulated in
these parasites.” The team aims to further
study how these molecular changes cause the
parasite to take on its sickle shape, which is
still unknown. “By understanding the
developmental program of these transmission
stages, it could eventually lead to possible
future drugs for blocking transmission,”
Kafsack said. “We may be able to find
additional components of this process that are
unique to these parasites for us to target with
drugs.”
Source: Cornell University news release.

Microbiology

Speargun-like molecular injection systems discovered in two types of
bacteria, could one day be useful as tools in biomedicine
Researchers in the group of Martin Pilhofer,
Professor at the Institute of Molecular
Biology and Biophysics at ETH Zurich have
just described two novel injection systems in
the journal Nature Microbiology: one made
by cyanobacteria, also known as blue-green
algae, and one by the marine bacterium
Algoriphagus machipongonensis. The newly
discovered so-called contractile injection
systems (C I Ss) work fundamentally
differently than previously described devices
and have a few unique features. As a result,
they also provide information about the
evolutionary differences between different
injection system classes. These CISs work
like molecular syringes. When the outer
sheath module of the nanomachine contracts,
an internal, hidden tube filled with proteins is
shot out. These proteins are either injected
into the environment or directly into a target
cell.
One novel CIS, which the researchers found
in cyanobacteria, was not anchored in the cell
membrane or loosely floating inside the cell,

as expected, but was attached to the so-called
thylakoid membrane, where photosynthesis
takes place in these bacteria. The molecular
spear guns are also unexpectedly common,
which according to Weiss indicates an
important role in the life cycle of cyanobacteria. He suspects that the tCIS could play
a role in the programmed cell death of
individual cells in these multicellular
cyanobacteria. On the other hand, the ETH
researchers Jingwei Xu and Charles Ericson,
who also work in Pilhofer's group, discovered
and describe a CIS produced by the marine
bacterium Algoriphagus machipongonensis,
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which is not anchored in the cell at all, but is
instead released into the environment to act on
target cells in the area. Among other things, the
researchers used cryo-electron microscopy to
determine the structure of this specific subtype
of ejected CIS (eCIS) in very high resolution,
which no other working group had previously
been able to do. "The newly discovered nano
machines give us clues that contractile
injection systems are more common than
previously thought," says Ericson. The two
studies help researchers understand how CISproducing organisms affect their environment.
In addition, different sites in these systems
shed light on how each CIS is organized for a
specific purpose: specialized hair- like
receptors allow targeted binding of target cells,
variable loading of these molecular sparguns
causes different cellular effects, and distinct
anchoring mechanisms allow the CISs
completely different modes of action.
Source: ETH Zurich news release
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New ALS and dementia disease mechanism raises treatment hopes
Published in Nature, the study shows how
TDP-43 protein depletion, associated with
almost all cases (97%) of vALS amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS) and half of frontotemporal dementia (FTD) cases, corrupts the
genetic instructions for the critical neuronal
protein UNC13A. Strikingly, it found that a
mysterious genetic variant previously
associated with disease risk increases the
chance of UNC13A's genetic instructions
being corrupted among people with the
diseases, thereby worsening risk and severity
of ALS and FTD. UNC13A enables neurons
(nerve cells) to communicate with each other
via neurotransmitter release, and data from
animal models suggests its loss from neurons
can be fatal. The researchers believe that the
corruption of UNC13A's genetic instructions
in patients may have similarly harmful
consequences. ALS is the most common
motor neuron disease and there is no known
cure; it affects the brain and spinal cord by
attacking the neurons and nerves which
control movement, causing them to die. There

is currently only one approved drug for ALS
in the UK, which extends lifespan by a few
months, and is only effective for a tiny
minority of patients. One third of patients die
within one year of diagnosis. FTD is a related
disease with similar underlying causes;
symptoms include language impairment,
changes in personality and cognitive
difficulties.
Researchers say the discovery raises hope for
new treatments; by developing a therapy that
blocks the corruption of UNC13A's genetic
instructions, disease progression could be
slowed for most people with ALS and around
half of patients with FTD. Corresponding
author Professor Pietro Fratta (UCL Queen

Square Motor Neuron Disease Centre, UCL
Queen Square Institute of Neurology) said:
“The majority of research into gene therapy
has focused on genes implicated in familial
ALS (patients with a family history of the
disease), but the vast majority of ALS cases
are sporadic, with no known family history.”
Co-corresponding author Dr Michael Ward
(National Institute of Neurological Disorders
and Stroke, NIH, US) added: “We have known
for a long time that genetic variants in
UNC13A cause an increased risk of ALS and
dementia, but nobody had figured out why this
is the case. Together, our teams showed
exactly how this genetic risk factor for ALS
interplays with the core disease mechanism,
TDP-43 loss, in order to worsen the disease
course.” The researchers are confident that
with this new information, new therapies for
motor neuron disease can be created that stop
UNC13A mRNAs from being corrupted in
patients.
Source: University College London news
release

Plant Science

Climate change likely to favour soil-borne plant pathogens
Scientists have identified that hightemperature drought conditions and low soil
moisture content are favorable conditions for
dry root rot (DRR), a disease that damages the
roots or girdles the trunk in chickpea. This
work will be useful for the development of
resistant lines and better management
strategies. Dry root rot disease causes reduced
vigour, dull green leaf colour, poor new
growth, and twig dieback. If extensive root
damage occurs, the leaves suddenly wilt and
dry on the tree. The increasing global average
temperature is leading to appearance of many
new plant disease-causing pathogens at a rate
hitherto unheard of, one of them being
Macrophomina phaseolina, a soil-borne
necrotrophic that causes root rot in chickpea.
Currently, the central and southern states of
India have been identified as the prime
chickpea DRR hotspots with an overall 5 –
35% disease incidence. Considering the
destructive potential of the pathogen and a
real possibility of an epidemic scenario in the
near future, a team led by Dr. Mamta Sharma
at ICRISAT embarked on a journey to

unravel the science behind DRR in chickpea.
The team which closely monitored the disease
identified that high temperatures ranging
between 30 to 35 degrees, drought conditions,
and less than 60% soil moisture content are
favorable conditions for dry root rot (DRR).
This work supported and funded from the
Department of Science & Technology, Govt.
of India at the Center of Excellence in Climate
Change at ICRISAT proved the close
association of this disease with climatic
factors. The results have been published in
'Frontiers in Plant Science'.
The scientists explained that Macrophomina
survives in a wide range of environmental
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conditions, even at extremes of temperature,
soil pH, and moistures. In chickpea, DRR is
highly prevalent during the flowering and
podding stages coinciding with high
temperature and drought conditions. They are
now exploring ways to use the study for
development of resistant lines and better
management strategies. The team is also trying
to address the disease favourable conditions
identified from a molecular perspective. In a
recent breakthrough in gene expression
studies, scientists have identified a few
promising chickpea genes encoding for
enzymes like chitinase and endochitinase,
which can provide some degree of defense
against DRR infection. The team at ICRISAT,
in collaboration with ICAR research institutes,
has also adopted several multi-pronged
approaches, including continuous
surveillance, better detection techniques,
development of forecast models, screening
assays, etc., to fight against such deadly plant
diseases.
Source: PIB
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Making 'computer' out of liquid crystals
Researchers with the University of Chicago
Pritzker School of Molecular Engineering
have shown for the first time how to design the
basic elements needed for logic operations
using a kind of material called a liquid
crystal—paving the way for a completely
novel way of performing computations. The
results, published in Science Advances could
point the way towards devices with new
functions in sensing, computing and robotics.
“We showed you can create the elementary
building blocks of a circuit—gates,
amplifiers, and conductors—which means
you should be able to assemble them into
arrangements capable of performing more
complex operations,” said Juan de Pablo, the
Liew Family Professor the senior
corresponding author on the paper. “It's a
really exciting step for the field of active
materials.” The research aimed to take a closer
look at a type of material called a liquid
crystal. The molecules in a liquid crystal tend
to be elongated, and when packed together
they adopt a structure that has some order, like

the straight rows of atoms in a diamond
crystal—but instead of being stuck in place as
in a solid, this structure can also shift around
as a liquid does. Scientists are always looking
for these kinds of oddities because they can
utilize these unusual properties as the basis of
new technologies. One consequence of this
odd molecular order is that there are spots in
all liquid crystals where the ordered regions
bump up against each other and their
orientations don't quite match, creating what
scientists call “topological defects.” These
spots move around as the liquid crystal
moves.

determined that it should be theoretically
possible to use these techniques to make a
liquid crystal perform operations like a
computer. Though calculations suggest these
systems could be used for computations, they
are more likely to be uniquely useful in
applications such as the field of soft robotics,
the scientists said. Researchers are interested
in soft robots—robots with bodies that aren't
made out of hard metal or plastic, but rather
stretchy and soft materials—because their
flexibility and gentle touch means they can
perform functions that hard-bodied robots
cannot. The team can imagine creating such
robots that can do some of their own
“thinking” using active liquid crystals. They
can also imagine using topological defects to
ferry small amounts of liquid or other
materials from place to place inside tiny
devices. “For example, perhaps one could
perform functions inside a synthetic cell,” said
Zhang.

The researchers took a logical step further and

Source: University of Chicago news release.

Chemical Engineering

New, nature-inspired concepts for turning CO2 into clean fuels
The researchers, from the University of
Cambridge, have previously shown that
biological catalysts, or enzymes, can produce
fuels cleanly using renewable energy sources,
but at low efficiency. Their latest research has
improved fuel production efficiency by 18
times in a laboratory setting, demonstrating
that polluting carbon emissions can be turned
into green fuels efficiently without any wasted
energy. The results are reported in two related
papers in Nature Chemistry and Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences. The
Cambridge-developed proof of concept relies
on enzymes isolated from bacteria to power
the chemical reactions which convert CO2
into fuel, a process called electrolysis. The
Cambridge researchers, working with a team
from the Universidade Nova de Lisboa in
Portugal, have developed a method to
improve the efficiency of electrolysis by finetuning the solution conditions to alter the local
environment of the enzymes. “Enzymes have
evolved over millions of years to be extremely
efficient and selective, and they're great for
fuel-production because there aren't any

unwanted by-products,” said Dr Esther
Edwardes Moore from Cambridge's Yusuf
Hamied Department of Chemistry, first author
of the PNAS paper. “However, enzyme
sensitivity throws up a different set of
challenges. Our method accounts for this
sensitivity, so that the local environment is
adjusted to match the enzyme's ideal working
conditions.”
The researchers used computational methods
to design a system to improve the electrolysis
of CO2. Using the enzyme-based system, the
level of fuel production increased by 18 times
compared to the current benchmark solution.
To improve the local environment further, the
team showed how two enzymes can work
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together, one producing fuel and the other
controlling the environment. They found that
by adding another enzyme, it sped up the
reactions, both increasing efficiency and
reducing unwanted by-products. “We ended up
with just the fuel we wanted, with no sideproducts and only marginal energy losses,
producing clean fuels at maximum efficiency,”
said Dr Sam Cobb, first author of the Nature
Chemistry paper. “By taking our inspiration
from biology, it will help us develop better
synthetic catalyst systems, which is what we'll
need if we're going to deploy CO2 electrolysis
at a large scale.”
The researchers say that the secret to more
efficient CO2 electrolysis lies in the catalysts.
There have been big improvements in the
development of synthetic catalysts in recent
years.
Source: University of Cambridge
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Novel strategy to synthesize solid adsorbents for CO2 capture and
utilization discovered
Professor Rahul Banerjee's group at IISERKolkata, with support from Department of
Science & Technology, Govt. of India under
Mission Innovation program, has demonstrated a strategy to synthesize novel solid
adsorbents, especially for CO2 capture and
CO2 utilization. Prof. Banerjee's group has
discovered special types of nanoparticles or
microparticles which can capture CO2 in their
micro and mesoporous voids. The novel
materials with distinct physical properties on
its surfaces that have been synthesized include
porous Covalent organic frameworks like
COF-graphene Janus thin films published in
'Journal of American Chemical Society'
porous covalent bonded organic nanotubes
published in Nature Chemistry, and COF
coated zeolite published in 'Journal of
American Chemical Society'. The judicious
choice of 2D graphene sheets as a grafter
helped the researchers to design and create
COF-graphene Janus thin films through the
interactions (non-covalent) between the COF
and graphene, rendering flexible porous Janus
films at the DCM-water interface. The newly

designed COF-coated zeolites could be an
excellent candidate for CO2 storage in the
industry due to their high surface area and
increased chemical stability.
The high CO2 uptake for the COF coated
zeolites, even after treatment with weak acids
makes it appropriate for industrial purposes.
The COFs coating prevented the degradation
of zeolite structure from moisture, weak
acids, and water. The CO2 uptake data for
COF coated zeolite at 1 bar, 293K is 132 cc/g,
supersedes the CO2 uptake data of zeolite
under the same condition.

Rahul Banerjee's group has recently
discovered purely covalent bonded organic
n a n o t u b e s ( C O N Ts ) w i t h a h i t h e r t o
unavailable structure via a novel bottom-up
approach. Although zero-dimensional
covalent organic cages and two- and threedimensional covalent organic frameworks
were previously reported, the synthesis of onedimensional organic nanotubes was hitherto
unheard of. The synthesized CONTs have the
edge over the analogous carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) in functionalization, synthetic
conditions, and porosity which exhibits a BET
surface area of 321 m2 g-1. They are also
promising candidates for the efficient CO2
adsorption with a CO2 uptake capacity of 6080 cc g-1 at 1 bar and 293 K. These CONTs
have also showcased photosensitizing ability,
which can convert the adsorbed CO2 into CO
(130-200 µmol g-1 h-1) upon irradiation of
visible light (400-700 nm).
Source: PIB

Chemical Engineering

Tiny 'skyscrapers' help bacteria convert sunlight into electricity
The researchers, from the University of
Cambridge, used 3D printing to create grids of
high-rise 'nano-housing' where sun-loving
bacteria can grow quickly. The researchers
were then able to extract the bacteria's waste
electrons, left over from photosynthesis,
which could be used to power small
electronics. The team have found that
providing them with the right kind of home
increases the amount of energy they can
extract by over an order of magnitude. The
approach is competitive against traditional
methods of renewable bioenergy generation
and has already reached solar conversion
efficiencies that can outcompete many current
methods of biofuel generation. Their results,
reported in the journal Nature Materials, open
new avenues in bioenergy generation and
suggest that 'biohybrid' sources of solar
energy could be an important component in
the zero-carbon energy mix. “Our approach is
a step towards making even more sustainable
renewable energy devices for the future,” said
Dr Jenny Zhang from the Yusuf Hamied

photosynthesis. The electrodes were printed as
highly branched, densely packed pillar
structures, like a tiny city.

Department of Chemistry, who led the
research.
Photosynthetic bacteria, or cyanobacteria, are
the most abundant life from on Earth. For
several years, researchers have been
attempting to're-wire' the photosynthesis
mechanisms of cyanobacteria in order to
extract energy from them. In order to grow,
cyanobacteria need lots of sunlight – like the
surface of a lake in summertime. And in order
to extract the energy they produce through
photosynthesis, the bacteria need to be
attached to electrodes. The Cambridge team
3D-printed custom electrodes out of metal
oxide nanoparticles that are tailored to work
with the cyanobacteria as they perform
27 The Scitech Journal Volume 09 Issue 04 April 2022

Zhang's team developed a printing technique
that allows control over multiple length scales,
making the structures highly customisable,
which could benefit a wide range of fields.
“The electrodes have excellent light-handling
properties, like a high-rise apartment with lots
of windows,” said Zhang. “Cyanobacteria
need something they can attach to and form a
community with their neighbours. Our
electrodes allow for a balance between lots of
surface area and lots of light – like a glass
skyscraper.” Once the self-assembling
cyanobacteria were in their new 'wired' home,
the researchers found that they were more
efficient than other current bioenergy
technologies, such as biofuels. The technique
increased the amount of energy extracted by
over an order of magnitude over other methods
for producing bioenergy from photosynthesis.
Source: University of Cambridge news release
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Paper discs that can pick up hydrogen peroxide
Researchers at the Indian Institute of Science
(IISc) have developed a paper-based sensor
for detecting even tiny volumes of hydrogen
peroxide. The technique they used involves
preparing a gel from a solution containing a
specially designed molecule, treated with a
liquid that has hydrogen peroxide, and airdrying them on a thin paper disc about 0.45 cm
in diameter. The paper disc emits green light
when placed under a UV lamp, only in the
presence of hydrogen peroxide. The intensity
of the light was found to be directly
proportional to the concentration of hydrogen
peroxide. “You can actually visualise this
green emission (photoluminescence) with the
naked eye. You don't need any sophisticated
instruments. All you need is a simple UV light
source,” explains Arnab Dutta, first author of
the study published in ACS Sensors. Because
the paper disc is low-cost, biodegradable and
easy to use, it could serve as a powerful tool in
low-resource settings, even for testing
biological fluids like blood. Detecting
hydrogen peroxide efficiently is also crucial in

other fields; peroxide-based explosives, for
example, can be traced using hydrogen
peroxide which is sometimes used as a
starting material. “Hydrogen peroxide can be
detected on a larger scale using titration and
other experiments, but those are cumbersome
and require training. This method is easy
because of its simplicity,” says Uday Maitra,
Professor in the Department of Organic
Chemistry and senior author of the study.
Maitra's lab has been working on developing
several 'sensitiser' molecules that turn on the
photoluminescence of elements called
lanthanides in the presence of specific
chemicals or compounds. They have
previously developed paper-based sensors for

detecting specific antioxidants in green tea –
and thereby testing its quality – as well as
sensors for various enzymes. The sensitiser
molecule they designed in this study enables a
metal called terbium to emit green light under
a UV lamp. When the sensitiser is combined
with a masking agent, the green light vanishes.
When hydrogen peroxide is added to this
combination, it unmasks the sensitiser
molecule, making it glow green once again.
“The way we designed the mask, that is where
the thinking process comes in,” says Maitra.
“The molecule we have designed is very
specifically unmasked by hydrogen peroxide.”
Source: India Institute of Science news
release.

Material Science

Flexible robotics and metamaterials design mimics nature, encourages
sustainability
A new study challenges the conventional
approach to designing soft robotics and a
class of materials called metamaterials by
utilizing the power of computer algorithms.
Researchers from the University of Illinois
Urbana-Champaign and Technical University of Denmark can now build multimaterial structures without dependence on
human intuition or trial-and-error to produce
highly efficient actuators and energy
absorbers that mimic designs found in nature.
The study, led by Illinois civil and environmental engineering professor Shelly Zhang,
uses optimization theory and an algorithmbased design process called topology
optimization. Also known as digital synthesis, the design process builds com-posite
structures that can precisely achieve complex
prescribed mechanical responses. The study
results are published in the Proceedings of
the National Academy of Sciences.
“The complex mechanical responses called
for in soft robotics and metamaterials require
the use of multiple materials – but building

these types of structures can be a challenge,”
Zhang said. “There are so many materials to
choose from and determining the optimal
combination of materials to fit a specific
function presents an overwhelming amount of
data for a researcher to process.” Zhang's team
set its sights on designing macroscale
structures with the prescribed properties of
swift stiffening, large-scale deformation
buckling, multiphase stability and longlasting force plateaus. The new digital
synthesis process generated structures with
optimal geometric characteristics composed
of the optimal materials for the prescribed
functions. Researchers ended up with model
devices made from two different polydimethylsiloxane, or PDMS, elastomers with
a basic geometry that looks remarkably like
the legs of a frog – or a family of three frogs,
each with different geometries that use the
two PDMS elastomers in various arrangements that function very much like
biological muscle and bone. “It is quite
remarkable that what we found is very much
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aligned with what biology and evolution create
naturally,” Zhang said. “For example, when we
asked the algorithm to develop a device with
swifter stiffening responses, it would respond
with larger 'muscles' on our mechanical frogs,
just as it might happen in nature.” Zhang said
the work's overarching strengths are found in
its sustainability characteristics. “We have
designed reusable and fully recoverable
energy dissipators, which is aligned with
today's demand for sustainable devices that are
good for the environment. These are not singleuse devices. We designed them using purely
elastic materials, allowing us to reuse them
many times,” she said. The researchers said
their digital synthesis technique will increase
the range of programmable metamaterials that
can handle complex, previously impossible
mechanical responses, particularly in the areas
of soft robotics and biomedical devices.
Source: University of Illinois UrbanaChampaign news release.
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An electrocatalyst system for energy-efficient hydrogen production
Scientists have designed an electrocatalyst
system for energy-efficient hydrogen
production with the help of electrolysis of
urea. The urea electrolysis is helpful towards
urea-based waste treatment with low-cost
hydrogen production. This can be utilized for
energy production towards our country's
benefits. The energy requirement for
production of hydrogen through water
electrolysis can be reduced by 70 % through
urea electrolysis. The energy-intensive
counterpart of water splitting, oxygen
evolution, can be replaced with urea oxidation
in urea electrolysis. The low-cost, earthabundant Ni-based catalysts are widely
applied for this process. The main challenge
associated with urea oxidation is retaining the
prolonged activity of the catalyst as the strong
adsorption of the reactive intermediate (COx)
on the active site, referred to as catalyst
poisoning, causes activity loss. Towards this
end, Mr. Alex C, Mr. Gaurav Shukla, Mr.
Muhammed Safeer N. K., and Dr. Neena S
John from the Centre for Nano and Soft Matter

Sciences (CeNS), an autonomous institute of
the Department of Science & Technology,
Govt. of India have developed this Nickel
oxide (NiOx) based system for producing
hydrogen from electro-oxidation of urea. In
the series of research works published in the
journals 'Electrochimica Acta' and 'Journal of
Materials Chemistry A, the scientists have
explored electrocatalysts and shown that
surface defective NiO and Ni2O3 systems
having more Ni3+ ions are more efficient
electrocatalysts than conventional NiO. They
have used high-energy electron beams to
produce surface defective unsaturated Ni sites
in NiO (e-NiO). The study reveals that e-NiO

prefers direct mechanism of urea electrooxidation due to strong adsorption of urea
molecule, whereas NiO favors indirect
mechanism with low activity. Further, the
prominent electrocatalyst poison COx could be
removed by adjusting the molar ratio of KOH
and Urea with improved kinetics. The
researchers, Alex and Gaurav, are of the
opinion that the e-beam treatment is an
effective way to produce a large number of
coordinatively unsaturated active sites on
electrocatalysts. It was observed that these
generated sites effectively adsorb urea and
favors direct urea electro-oxidation
mechanism (UOR). The researcher, Safeer,
continued the studies on another Ni3+ oxide
system (Ni2O3), revealing that active species
Ni 3 + O(OH) on Ni 2 O 3 possess high CO x
tolerance than NiO. The active species of high
valent Ni oxide system has a profound effect
on catalyst activity. The urea electrolysis is
helpful towards urea-based waste treatment
with low-cost hydrogen production.
Source: PIB

Material Science

Ultralow thermal conductivity in a crystalline solid having promising
thermoelectric applications
In a recent study, scientists have cracked the
origin of ultralow thermal conductivity in
silver antimony selenide (AgSbSe 2 ), a
crystalline solid having promising thermoelectric applications.
They have found that the AgSbSe 2 has
deformed local structure, which, while
keeping the average structure intact, resulted
in the ultra-low thermal conductivity. This
work brings out the importance of investigating the local structure of a material to
understand the origin of heat transport.
Materials with very high thermal conductivity
are widely used as heat sinks in semiconductor
electronics or as heat radiators, while ultralow thermal conductive materials are useful in
heat insulation applications or thermoelectrics. Therefore, studying and understanding the heat transport of materials are
extremely important for both fundamental and
practical points of view. Prof. Kanishka
Biswas and his student Dr. Moinak Dutta from
Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced

Scientific Research (JNCASR), Bangalore,
an autonomous institute of the Department of
Science & Technology, Government of India,
in their recent paper published in 'Angewandte
Chemie' have investigated the origin of
ultralow thermal conductivity in AgSbSe2.
While, crystalline materials are highly
thermal conductive, AgSbSe2 defies the norm
and exhibits thermal conductivity like
amorphous materials like glass. To investigate
such anomaly in heat transport, they probed
the arrangement of atoms inside the locally
coordinated environment of the crystal using
a technique called synchrotron X-ray pair
distribution function (P D F) analysis.
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Through the analysis, they observed that the
so-called periodically ordered and crystalline
AgSbSe2 is actually not so ordered in local
scale. The cation Sb is found to be off-centered
from its ideal position, resulting in the
distorting the otherwise perfect ordered
arrangement. This breaks the symmetry
locally, thus resulting in a low thermal
conductivity. Explaining the initiation
impression of AgSbSe2 being a periodically
ordered crystal, Prof. Kanishka Biswas said
that the distortion of Sb is only restricted to a
few angstroms, and there is an equal
probability of Sb distortion in six different
positions, which are often in polar opposite
directions. “So, when viewed for a large
number of atoms, the six positions average out
to look like that the Sb actually sits in its ideal
position. Thus, such deformed local structure
of AgSbSe 2 , while keeping the average
structure intact, resulted in the ultra-low
thermal conductivity,” he pointed out.
Source: PIB
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Interaction with lung cells transforms asbestos particles
Biomedical researchers have spent many
years trying to understand how asbestos
causes disease, though multiple pieces of the
puzzle remain unknown. Taking a completely
different approach, an international team led
by researchers at the University of Pennsylvania, looked instead at how the
interactions change the mineral itself. “Many
studies have looked at the toxicity of asbestos,
and we wanted to approach this issue from the
opposite side, not investigating the effects on
the cells, but rather exploring what happens to
the mineral once inside the cell,” says Reto
Gieré, a professor in Penn's Department of
Earth and Environmental Science in the
School of Arts & Sciences, and senior author
on the work, published in Scientific Reports.
“We used cutting-edge experimental techniques, going down to the nanoscale and even
the atomic scale to see the transformation of
the minerals,” says first author Ruggero
Vigliaturo, “What we saw is that the minerals
are undergoing changes that almost look like
they're defending themselves from the cells.”

A refined type of TEM analysis allowed the
researchers to see that the oxidation state of
iron was changing during this dissolution,
alterations that could influence the way the
mineral reacted with other cellular components, such as organelles and cell nuclei.
The mineral surfaces also underwent striking
changes, which included the formation of an
iron-rich, amorphous layer after being
internalized by the cells. To the scientists, the
layer was reminiscent of asbestos bodies, but
with marked structural and chemical
differences. Asbestos bodies are formed by
macrophages in the lung tissue rather than
inside the cells, and are associated with

Astronomy

extended exposure to asbestos. “When you
examine samples of lung tissue extracted from
patients that succumbed to asbestos-related
diseases, you'll find asbestos fibers surrounded
by a brownish coating. These are asbestos
bodies,” Gieré says. “The coating is
biogenically formed, and the iron is delivered
primarily from the body through a protein
called ferritin.” In their experiments, with the
asbestos inside the cells rather than in the
intercellular space, the researchers did not
observe asbestos bodies, but rather an iron
layer on the minerals that was derived from the
mineral itself. And unlike asbestos bodies,
these coatings did not contain phosphorous.
The mineralogic changes, the researchers say,
could impact how the body responds and deals
with the asbestos fibers—a process that may
have links to how disease arises decades later.
They hope that their findings will help other
researchers interpret the toxic and carcinogenic effects of asbestos.
Source: University of Pennsylvania news
release
Earth and Planetary Science

Massive bubbles at center of Milky Way caused by supermassive
black hole
In 2020, the X-ray telescope eRosita took
images of two enormous bubbles extending
far above and below the center of our galaxy.
Since then, astronomers have debated their
origin. Now, a study including University of
Michigan research suggests the bubbles are a
result of a powerful jet of activity from the
supermassive black hole at the center of the
Milky Way. The study, published in Nature
Astronomy, also shows the jet began spewing
out material about 2.6 million years ago, and
lasted about 100,000 years. “Our findings are
important in the sense that we need to
understand how black holes interact with the
galaxies that they are inside, because this
interaction allows these black holes to grow in
a controlled fashion as opposed to grow
uncontrollably,” said U-M astronomer
Mateusz Ruszkowski, a co-author of the study.
There are two competing models that explain
these bubbles, called Fermi and eRosita
bubbles after the telescopes that named them,

says Ruszkowski. The first suggests that the
outflow is driven by a nuclear starburst, in
which a star explodes in a supernova and
expels material. The second model, which the
team's findings support, suggests that these
outflows are driven by energy thrown out
from a supermassive black hole at the center
of our galaxy. These outflows from black
holes occur when material travels toward the
black hole, but never crosses the black hole's
event horizon, or the mathematical surface
below which nothing can escape. Because
some of this material is thrown back into
space, black holes don't grow uncontrollably.
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But the energy thrown from the black hole does
displace material near the black hole, creating
these large bubbles. Astronomers are
interested in the observation of these eRosita
bubbles in particular because they occur in our
own galactic backyard as opposed to objects in
a different galaxy or at extreme cosmological
distance. The researchers' model rules out the
nuclear starburst theory because the typical
duration of a nuclear starburst, and therefore
the length of time into which a starburst would
inject the energy that forms the bubbles, is
about 10 million years, according to study coauthor Ellen Zweibel, professor of astronomy
and physics at University of Wisconsin. “On
the other hand, our active black hole model
accurately predicts the relative sizes of the
eRosita x-ray bubbles and the Fermi gamma
ray bubbles, provided the energy injection time
is about one percent of that, or one tenth of a
million years,” Zweibel said.
Source: Michigan University news release
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New study paves way to learn more about stars and neutrinos
In a supernova explosion, massive stars
explode at the end of their lives and emit all
kinds of neutrinos and antineutrinos. Indian
researchers have shown how neutrinos change
from one type to another inside such dense
stars in a new study. This will allow learning
more about stars and neutrinos, researchers
said. Researchers say that neutrinos in
supernovae, neutron stars, and in the early
Universe may change flavor (type)
collectively and unstably, due to neutrinoneutrino forward scattering. Neutrinos
emitted by exploding stars can change their
flavor via collective flavor (type) instability.
Scientists have identified the ingredient for
flavor instability which will have observable
consequences for the observations made by
telescopes and neutrino detectors. Neutrinos
are subatomic particles, and they are nearly
massless and have no electric charge. Unlike
the other particles, they only interact via the
weak nuclear force. There are three flavors

(types) of neutrinos exist and differ in the way
they interact. The neutrinos emitted in beta
decay are now called electron neutrinos, and
the others are muon and tau neutrinos. This
study, conducted by researchers from the Tata
Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR),
Mumbai, has been published in the journal
Physical Review Letters. “The main result of
this study is a mathematical proof that
neutrinos can change their flavor in an
exponentially increasing manner only if the
spectra for two of the neutrino flavors cross
each other at some energy or emission angle”,
said the lead author, Prof Basudeb Dasgupta,
who is associated with the Department of
Theoretical Physics at TIFR, Mumbai.
Spectra is the abundance of neutrinos at given
energy or momentum, he added.
The results of this study were obtained using
mathematical properties of the equations.
Simple tricks from high-school algebra were
used to show that the equations governing

how the flavor changes with time can have non
real number solutions only if the spectra cross
each other.
Explaining this study in detail, Professor
Dasgupta said that “condition for instability
was not known despite three decades of work
on the topic concerned. Thus this is a
theoretical advance in our knowledge. Further,
neutrinos affect how chemical elements are
made inside stars and how stars are heated
from inside, leading to their explosion.” The
presence or absence of exponential neutrino
flavor conversion affects element creation and
heating of the star. The abundance of elements
and the explosion of the stars can be observed
with telescopes; this gives us a new way to
study the effects of neutrino instability inside
stars.
Source: India Science Wire

Astrophysics

A simple image-processing technique to unravel the dynamics of Solar
Corona
Researchers have developed a simple technique of separating the constant background
of the Solar Colona and revealing the dynamic
corona. The simple approach of subtracting
the constant background can improve
efficiency of identification of Coronal Mass
Ejections (CME) -- events in which a large
cloud of energetic and highly magnetized
plasma erupts from the solar corona into
space, causing radio and magnetic disturbances on the earth. It can also give a clear
picture of the characteristics of CMEs and
make their study easier. Coronal mass
ejections (CMEs) are dynamic structures in
the Solar Corona and are capable of driving
the Space Weather in near-Earth space. It
becomes imperative to separate such
structures and visually or automatically
identify the CMEs through the radial
distances in the images taken using coronagraphs. The density of the outermost layer
of the atmosphere of the Sun – Corona –
decreases with distance radially outwards. As
the intensity of the corona observed in white
light depends on the density of particles in the

accepted for publication in the Solar Physics
journal.

atmosphere, it decreases exponentially. If the
contrast between the constant corona and
transient CMEs is not high, detection of
CMEs becomes a challenge. A new method
developed by Mr. Ritesh Patel, Dr. Vaibhav
Pant, and Prof. Dipankar Banerjee from
Aryabhatta Research Institute of Observational Sciences (ARIES), Nainital, along
with Satabdwa Majumdar from the Indian
Institute of Astrophysics (IIA), Bengaluru,
a u t o n o m o u s i n s t i t u t e s u n d e r D S T,
Government of India, called the Simple
Radial Gradient Filter (SiRGraF), is capable
of separating the background revealing the
dynamic corona. This research has been
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This method, which subtracts the constant
background, brings out the transient corona,
followed by dividing the result by an
azimuthally uniform background to reduce the
radial decrease in intensity. A combination of
these two steps allows us to identify the
structures such as CMEs throughout the field
of view of the coronagraph images. An
example of the application of SiRGraF on a
white-light coronagraph image of STEREO
/COR-1A is shown in Figure 1. The images on
the left and right panels are before and after
processing by the proposed algorithm,
respectively. An interesting aspect of this
algorithm is that when a bulk of such images
are to be processed, it will take only a few
seconds for completion while also maintaining
the image quality for scientific analysis.
Source: PIB
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Science behind jets of plasma occurring all over Sun's chromosphere
unravelled
Scientists have unravelled the science behind
the jets of plasma - the fourth state of matter
consisting of electrically charged particles
that occur just about everywhere in the sun's
chromosphere, which is the atmospheric layer
just above the Sun's visible surface. These jets,
or spicules, appear as thin grass-like plasma
structures that constantly shoot up from the
surface and are then brought down by gravity.
The amount of energy and momentum that
these spicules can carry is of fundamental
interest in solar and plasma astrophysics. The
processes by which plasma is supplied to the
solar wind, and the solar atmosphere is heated
to a million degrees Celsius, still remain a
puzzle. Led by astronomers at the Indian
Institute of Astrophysics, an autonomous
institute of the Department of Science &
Technology (DST), Govt. of India a team of
interdisciplinary researchers from India and
UK have explained the origin of 'spicules' on
the Sun, using laboratory experiments as an

analogy. They found that the physics
underlying paint jets when excited on a
speaker is analogous to the solar plasma jets.
The authors of the article realized that the
physics underlying these paint jets must be
analogous to the solar plasma jets. They then
asked what it would take to generate such jets
in plasma? Sahel Dey, from the Indian
Institute of Astrophysics (IIA), and the first
author of the study explained: “The solar
plasma can be imagined as threaded by
magnetic field lines, much like the long chains
in polymer solutions. This makes both the
systems anisotropic, with properties varying

with the direction in space.” Mathematically
too, there exists an analogy in the treatment of
stresses involved, though there are obvious
differences as well. “Spurred by the visual
similarity between the solar spicules and the
jets of paint on the speaker, we investigated the
roles of magnetic field on the Sun using stateof-the-art numerical simulations of the solar
plasma. In parallel, we explored the role of
polymer chains by using slow motion
videography on Faraday waves in polymeric
solutions.” elaborated, Murthy O. V. S. N., coauthor from the Azim Premji University where
the laboratory experiments were conducted.
They found that the jets are kept intact against
instabilities by the magnetic field in the Sun,
and by the polymer chains in the polymeric
solution respectively. The research has been
published on 3rd March 2022 in the journal
'Nature Physics'.
Source: PIB

Astrophysics

Kilonova afterglow potentially spotted for first time
For the first time, Northwestern Universityled astronomers may have detected an
afterglow from a kilonova. A kilonova occurs
when two neutron stars merge to create a blast
1,000 times brighter than a classical nova. In
this case, a narrow, off-axis jet of high-energy
particles accompanied the merger event,
dubbed GW170817. Three-and-a-half years
after the merger, the jet faded away, revealing
a new source of mysterious X-rays. As the
leading explanation for the new X-ray source,
astrophysicists believe expanding debris from
the merger generated a shock — similar to the
sonic boom from a supersonic plane. This
shock then heated surrounding materials,
which generated X-ray emissions, known as a
kilonova afterglow. An alternative explanation is materials falling toward a black hole
caused the X-rays. Either scenario would be a
first for the field. The study was published in
The Astrophysical Journal Letters. "We have
entered uncharted territory here in studying
the aftermath of a neutron star merger," said

Northwestern's Aprajita Hajela, who led the
new study. “We are looking at something new
and extraordinary for the very first time. This
gives us an opportunity to study and
understand new physical processes, which
have not before been observed.”
Using NASA's Chandra X-ray Observatory,
astronomers observed X-ray emissions from a
jet moving very close to the speed of light
produced by the neutron star merger. Starting
in early 2018, the jet's X-ray emission steadily
faded as the jet continued to slow and expand.
Hajela and her team then noticed from March
2020 until the end of 2020, the decline in
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brightness stopped, and the X-ray emission
was approximately constant in brightness.
"The fact that the X-rays stopped fading
quickly was our best evidence yet that
something in addition to a jet isbeing detected
in X-rays in this source,” said Raffaella
Margutti, astrophysicist at the University of
California at Berkeley and a senior author of
the study. “A completely different source of Xrays appears to be needed to explain what we're
seeing." The researchers believe a kilonova
afterglow or black hole are likely behind the Xrays. Neither scenario has ever before been
observed. "This would either be the first time
we've seen a kilonova afterglow or the first
time we've seen material falling onto a black
hole after a neutron star merger," said study coauthor Joe Bright, also from the University of
California at Berkeley. “Either outcome would
be extremely exciting.”
Source: Northwestern University news release
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Microscopic view on asteroid collisions could help us understand planet
formation
A team of researchers, led by the University of
Cambridge, combined dating and
microscopic analysis of the Chelyabinsk
meteorite — which fell to Earth and hit the
headlines in 2013 — to get more accurate
constraints on the timing of ancient impact
events. Their study, published in Communications Earth & Environment, looked at
how minerals within the meteorite were
damaged by different impacts over time,
meaning they could identify the biggest and
oldest events that may have been involved in
planetary formation. “Meteorite impact ages
are often controversial: our work shows that
we need to draw on multiple lines of evidence
to be more certain about impact histories –
almost like investigating an ancient crime
scene,” said Craig Walton, who led the
research and is based at Cambridge's
Department of Earth Sciences.
Early in our Solar System's history, planets
including the Earth formed from massive
collisions between asteroids and even bigger

linking new uranium-lead ages on the
meteorite to microscopic evidence for
collision-induced heating seen inside their
crystal structures. These microscopic clues
build up in the minerals with each successive
impact, meaning the collisions can be
distinguished, put in time order and dated.
bodies, called proto planets. Asteroids, and
their fragments that fall to Earth as meteorites,
are in contrast inert, cold and much older—
making them faithful timekeepers of
collisions. The new research, which was a
collaboration with researchers from the
Chinese Academy of Sciences and the Open
University, recorded how phosphate minerals
inside the Chelyabinsk meteorite were
shattered to varying degrees in order to piece
together a collision history. Their aim was to
corroborate uranium-lead dating of the
meteorite, which looks at the time elapsed for
one isotope to decay to another.
The new study put the collisions recorded by
the Chelyabinsk meteorite in time order by

Their findings show that minerals containing
the imprint of the oldest collision were either
shattered into many smaller crystals at high
temperatures or strongly deformed at high
pressures. The team also described some
mineral grains in the meteorite that were
fractured by a lesser impact, at lower pressures
and temperatures, and which record a much
more recent age of less than 50 million years.
They suggest this impact probably chipped the
Chelyabinsk meteorite off its host asteroid and
sent it hurtling to Earth.
Taken together, this supports a two-stage
collision history.
Source: University of Cambridge news release

Earth Science

Study finds development of life on our planet affects parts of Earth's
lower mantle
It is easy to see that the processes in the Earth's
interior influence what happens on the
surface.
What is less obvious, however, is that the
reverse is also true: what happens on the
Earth's surface effect the Earth's interior - even
down to great depths. This is the conclusion
reached by an international group of
researchers led by Andrea Giuliani, SNSF
Ambizione Fellow in the Department of Earth
Sciences at ETH Zurich, in a new study
published in the journal Science Advances.
According to this study, the development of
life on our planet affects parts of Earth's lower
mantle. In their study, the researchers
examined rare diamond-bearing volcanic
rocks called kimberlites from different epochs
of the Earth's history. These special rocks are
messengers from the lowest regions of the
Earth's mantle. Scientists measured the
isotopic composition of carbon in about 150
samples of these special rocks. They found

that the composition of younger kimberlites,
which are less than 250 million years old,
varies considerably from that of older rocks.
In many of the younger samples, the
composition of the carbon isotopes is outside
the range that would be expected for rocks
from the mantle.
The researchers see a decisive trigger for this
change in composition of younger kimberlites
in the Cambrian Explosion. This relatively
short phase - geologically speaking - took
place over a period of few tens of million
years at the beginning of the Cambrian Epoch,
about 540 million years ago. During this
33 The Scitech Journal Volume 09 Issue 04 April 2022

drastic transition, almost all of today's existing
animal tribes appeared on Earth for the first
time. For the Earth's lower mantle, this
changeover is relevant because some of the
sediments on the seafloor, in which material
from dead living creatures is deposited, enter
the mantle through plate tectonics. Along the
subduction zones, these sediments - along with
the underlying oceanic crust - are transported
to great depths. In this way, the carbon that was
stored as organic material in the sediments also
reaches the Earth's mantle. The new findings
open the door for further studies. For example,
elements such as phosphorus or zinc, which
were significantly affected by the emergence
of life, could also provide clues as to how
processes at the Earth's surface influence the
Earth's interior. "The Earth is really a complex
overall system," Giuliani says. "And we now
want to understand this system in more detail."
Source: ETH Zurich news release
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New theory explains how Earth became habitable
Researchers at Yale and Caltech have a bold
new theory to explain how Earth transformed
itself into a planet capable of sustaining life.
The theory covers Earth's earliest years and
involves “weird” rocks that interacted with
seawater in just the right way to nudge
biological matter into existence. “This period
is the most enigmatic time in Earth history,”
said Jun Korenaga, co-author of a new study
published in the journal Nature. “We're
presenting the most complete theory, by far,
for Earth's first 500 million years.” Most
scientists believe that Earth began with an
atmosphere much like that of the planet
Venus. Its skies were filled with carbon
dioxide — more than 100,000 times the
current level of atmospheric carbon — and
Earth's surface temperature would have
exceeded 400 degrees Fahrenheit. Biological
life would have been unable to form, much
less survive, under such conditions, scientists
agree. “Somehow, a massive amount of
atmospheric carbon had to be removed,” the
study's first author Miyazaki said. “Because

there is no rock record preserved from the
early Earth, we set out to build a theoretical
model for the very early Earth from scratch.”
Miyazaki and Korenaga combined aspects of
thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, and
atmospheric physics to build their model.
Eventually, they settled on a pretty bold
proposition: early Earth was covered with
rocks that do not currently exist on Earth.
Miyazaki said magnesium-rich minerals react
with carbon dioxide to produce carbonates,
thereby playing a key role in sequestering
atmospheric carbon. The researchers suggest
that as the molten Earth started to solidify, its

hydrated, wet mantle — the planet's 3,000kilometer-thick rocky layer — convected
vigorously. The combination of a wet mantle
and high-magnesium pyroxenites dramatically sped up the process of pulling CO2 out
of the atmosphere. In fact, the researchers said
the rate of atmospheric carbon sequestration
would have been more than 10 times faster
than would be possible with a mantle of
modern-day rocks, requiring a mere 160
million years.
The effect would be similar to a rare type of
modern, deep-sea thermal vent, called the Lost
City hydrothermal field, located in the Atlantic
Ocean. The Lost City hydrothermal field's
abiotic production of hydrogen and methane
has made it a prime location for investigating
the origin of life on Earth. “Our theory has the
potential to address not just how Earth became
habitable, but also why life emerged on it,”
Korenaga added.
Source: Yale University news release
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The key to agile bird flight is switching quickly between stable and
unstable gliding
While it had been assumed that unstable
gliding was the key to agility in bird flight, a
collaboration between aerospace engineers at
the University of Michigan and biologists at
the University of British Columbia revealed
that stability plays a role. The discovery could
lead to the design of more agile aircraft,
specifically uncrewed aerial vehicles (UAVs).
“I have always been amazed at how birds can
glide seemingly without effort for hours only
to—in a split second—pull off some unique
trick, like a dive or other sudden unstablelooking maneuver,” said Christina Harvey,
lead author of the study published in Nature.
Unstable flight requires constant vigilance to
avoid crashing—a control algorithm adjusting
flaps on a fighter jet, or a brain signaling
muscles for corrective changes. In contrast,
stable gliding can passively correct for
buffeting by gusts, to an extent. “We did an
evolutionary analysis, led by Vikram Baliga,
that showed quite convincingly that there was
a strong evolutionary force driving birds not

toward stability or maneuverability, but
toward the ability to transition between
them,” said Doug Altshuler, professor of
zoology at UBC, who supervised the biology
aspects of the project.
The researchers carefully measured the
length, width and mass of each major body
part of a bird including the head, torso, wings
and tail. Harvey then developed a computer
model that read in this information and
calculated where each bird's center of gravity
is—sort of a balance point. Leaning on
previous work, Harvey estimated the neutral
point of each wing shape—the location on the
34 The Scitech Journal Volume 09 Issue 04 April 2022

bird where if the center of gravity was placed
there, the bird's position would not be affected
by disturbances like gusts. The key to stability
is where these two points—the center of
gravity and neutral point—are in relation to
one another. When the neutral point is in front
of the center of gravity, a gliding bird is stable,
meaning that if a gust of wind knocks it into an
upward tilt, the bird will passively return
towards its starting position without changing
its posture. However, if the neutral point is
behind the center of mass, the bird will keep
tilting further and further up unless it takes
corrective action. “Combining all these
various pieces of information together for each
individual species, we created models that
gave us an understanding of how a species
could change its own stability or instability as
it's flying around,” Baliga said.
Source: University of Michigan news release
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Tiny battery-free devices float in the wind like dandelion seeds
Wi r e l e s s s e n s o r s c a n m o n i t o r h o w
temperature, humidity or other environmental
conditions vary across large swaths of land,
such as farms or forests. Inspired by how
dandelions use the wind to distribute their
seeds, a University of Washington team has
developed a tiny sensor-carrying device that
can be blown by the wind as it tumbles toward
the ground. Once on the ground, the device,
which can hold at least four sensors, uses solar
panels to power its onboard electronics and
can share sensor data up to 60 meters away.
The team published these results in the journal
Nature. “Our prototype suggests that you
could use a drone to release thousands of these
devices in a single drop. They'll all be carried
by the wind a little differently, and basically
you can create a 1,000-device network with
this one drop,” said senior author Shyam
Gollakota. The first step was to develop a
shape that would allow the system to take its
time falling to the ground so that it could be

tossed around by a breeze. “We took a 2D
projection of dandelion seed structure to
create the base design for our structures,” said
lead author Vikram Iyer. “As we added
weight, our bristles started to bend inwards.
We added a ring structure to make it stiffer and
take up more area to help slow it down.” To
keep things light, the team used solar panels
instead of a heavy battery to power the
electronics. The devices landed with the solar

panels facing upright 95% of the time. Their
shape and structure allow them to flip over and
fall in a consistently upright orientation similar
to a dandelion seed. The team designed the
electronics to include a capacitor, a device that
can store some charge overnight. These
devices use backscatter, a method that
involves sending information by reflecting
transmitted signals, to wirelessly send sensor
data back to the researchers. Devices carrying
sensors — measuring temperature, humidity,
pressure and light — sent data until sunset
when they turned off. Data collection resumed
when the devices turned themselves back on
the next morning. Another benefit of the
battery-free system is that the device will keep
going until it physically breaks down.
Source: University of Washington news
release

Engineering Science

New understanding about neural control and evolution of the
human hand
A team of researchers set out to find what it
takes to grasp with our fingertips, which is
crucial for human hand dexterity. Published in
Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences, the results bring new understanding
about neural control and evolution of the
human hand, and potentially new ways to aid
disabilities. Led by Madhusudan Venkadesan,
associate professor of mechanical engineering
& materials science, the researchers looked
into the stability of the fingers when applying
force with the tip. Specifically, they studied
what's known as “precision grip,” in which the
index finger is in a flexed posture, such as
when threading a needle or handling a fine
object. “A classical result from mechanics
predicts that a chain of rods connected with
joints, called mechanical linkages, will buckle
when they are compressed,” said Neelima
Sharma, the lead author. To find out how
rapidly our fingers buckle, they performed an
experiment in which they asked people to push
with the tip of their flexed index fingers as

and most likely not enough time at all – for a
stabilizing reflex response.”

hard as they could on a flat surface. The finger
remained stable most of the time, but
occasionally snapped and buckled. The
researchers wanted to know how much our
reflexes account for maintaining stability.
Probably not much, they decided after timing
the action of buckling. “The whole snapping
motion is so incredibly fast – mostly under 50
milliseconds,” Venkadesan said. Usually, it
takes around that amount of time for a nerve
signal from the fingertip to reach the spinal
cord and back. “So it's barely enough time 35 The Scitech Journal Volume 09 Issue 04 April 2022

A mathematical model they developed for the
finger predicted that using muscles to provide
stiffness would come at the cost of reduced
strength. So they conducted another series of
experiments where they applied external
stiffness by fixing a splint on the finger's joints,
letting the muscles focus on force and not
stability. They concluded that the motor skills
of precision grip come from a trade-off
between finger stability, strength, and
flexibility, which requires careful neural
control of multiple muscles. When grasping,
muscles on either side of the finger joints cocontract to stabilize the joints but reduce the
strength and compliance of our fingers. In
addition to opening avenues for treating
injuries and building prosthetics, this window
into the workings of hands and other limbs
offers some directions to explore in terms of
early human evolution.
Source: Yale University news release
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A browser extension that filters and blocks cookies automatically
Cookie consent banners only appear to give
users control over their data. So, researchers at
ETH Zurich have developed a browser
extension that uses machine learning to
recognise and block unnecessary cookies. As
soon as we visit a website, much of the content
is obscured by a large banner asking us to
consent to the use of cookies. Cookies are
small blocks of data that a browser stores to
enable a website to identify a particular user
without having to rely on personal data like an
e-mail address. This enables browsers to, say,
store personal settings or login information, or
provide data on when and for how long
someone visited a site. But cookies can also
collect data on user behaviour, opening the
door to personalised ads, which is why
legislators regulate how cookies are used.
They comply with this requirement by way of
cookie consent banners, which should ensure
that users can choose freely if they want to
allow cookies and which ones. But the reality

of cookie consent banners is rather different:
several studies have shown that they only
appear to give users control over their data.
In response to this situation, ETH researchers
are proposing a solution that would mean
users no longer had to rely on the information
provided by website operators. Dino
Bollinger, Karel Kubíček and Carlos Cotrini
from the group led by ETH Professor David
Basin have developed a browser extension
that can automatically categorise and delete
cookies. They are presenting their study at a
renowned security conference in august.
Named Cookieblock, this tool uses machine
learning (ML) to sort cookies into the data
protection categories “essential”, “functional”, “analytics” and “advertising”. With
this browser extension, users will have to state
only once which cookies they want to allow,
and Cookieblock will do the rest. It will then
proceed to delete all other cookies,
irrespective of any cookie consent banners.

Although these will continue to appear, they
will be rendered obsolete by the browser
extension. As part of their study, the
researchers visited more than 30,000 websites
to check whether or not the cookie consent
banners they encountered there met GDPR
criteria. Specifically, they analysed whether
the banners fully and correctly declared the
cookies set, and whether only those cookies
consented to had indeed been activated. On
almost 95 percent of the websites, they found
at least one problem that they considered a
potential GDPR violation. More than 20
percent of the websites set cookies that the user
had explicitly rejected, and 70 percent already
activated cookies before the user had had a
chance to interact with the consent banner.
“This shows how important it is for users to
have control,” Kubíček says.
Source: ETH Zurich news release

Manufacturing Technology

Inexpensive way to transform an ordinary shirt into an electronic
smart shirt
Scientists at Case Western Reserve University
have developed an inexpensive way to
transform an ordinary shirt into an electronic
smart shirt - one able to monitor and adjust
body temperature or even allow the wearer to
apply heat to a sore shoulder or back. The key
to their innovation: A highly conductive ink
and simple screen-printing process. The new
method results in a waterproof, breathable and
highly flexible design that can function as a
heating element when powered by a coinsized battery. The Case Western Reserve-led
team of researchers believes its method stands
out in the expanding wearable tech market for
its simplicity, durability, comfort—and
eventually someday price. The work is
published in the journal Small. “We believe
this is a far better method than other attempts
to make truly wearable technology because is
not only has good performance initially, but is
durable long term,” said Changyong (Chase)
Cao, an assistant professor of mechanical and
aerospace engineering and at the Case School
of Engineering, who led the research. Cao is

also director of the Laboratory for Soft
Machines and Electronics at Case Western
Reserve. He said most available designs to
incorporate electronics into clothing have
been with a polymer or elastomer surface.
Those kinds of surfaces are often uncomfortable and not breathable. “Our new method
improves on those by using the low-cost
screen-print method to achieve a higher
resolution level,” he said. “That enables us to
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print the ink into more aesthetic patterns, or
complex designs. The printed e-textiles are
very stretchable and can keep working well
even after multiple washings.” The key,
researchers said, was the use of silver fractal
dendrites—microscopic, branch-like
filaments of silver. The filaments conduct
electricity well—even if manipulated or
deformed while in use. The team added the
microscopic solid metals to a water-based ink.
They bound the metals to the ink's molecules
with a clear and highly elastic adhesive. The
researchers then covered the ink with a thin
layer of an invisible waterproofing agent that
prevents the electrodes from cracking. Then
they printed it onto a fabric. The ink then
functions as a conductor of small amounts of
electricity. TI can detect body motions and
perform personalized temperature management or control. The researchers used a
small coin battery to power the ink-based
heating unit.
Source: Case Western Reserve University
news release
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Touch-less touch screen technology that can restrain viruses spreading
through contact
Scientists have provided an affordable
solution to develop a low-cost touch-cumproximity sensor popularly called touchless
touch sensor through a printing technique.
The coronavirus pandemic has triggered
efforts to make our lifestyle more adaptable to
pandemic scenarios. Actions are naturally
driven to strategies to reduce the risk of
viruses spreading, particularly in public
places where touchscreens on self-service
kiosks, ATMs, and vending machines are
nearly inevitable. Recently Bengaluru based
scientists from the Centre for Nano and Soft
Matter Sciences (CeNS), and Jawaharlal
Nehru Centre for Advanced and Scientific
Research (JNCASR), autonomous institutes
of the Department of Science & Technology
(DST), Government of India, has set up a
semi-automated production plant for the
production of printing-aided patterned
(resolution of around 300 µm) transparent
electrodes, which has the potential for being

working on this project, said, “We have
fabricated a touch sensor which senses a
proximal or hover touch even from a distance
of 9 cm from the device”.

utilized in advanced touchless screen
technologies.
This work by the team led by Prof. G U
Kulkarni and co-workers and funded by DSTNanomission at CeNS has been published
recently in the journal 'Materials Letters'
recently. Dr. Ashutosh K Singh, a scientist

“We are making a few more prototypes using
our patterned electrodes to prove their
feasibility for other smart electronic
applications. These patterned electrodes can
be made available to interested industries and
R&D labs on a request basis to explore
collaborative projects,” said Dr. Indrajit
Mondal, another co-author in the research. The
novel low-cost patterned transparent
electrodes have tremendous potential to be
used in advanced smart electronic devices like
touchless screens and sensors. This touchless
touch sensor technology could assist in
preventing the spread of viruses that spread
through contact.
Source: PIB

Nanotechnology

New technique opens door to cheaper semiconductors, higher chip yield
Scientists from the Nanyang Technological
University, Singapore (NTU Singapore) and
the Korea Institute of Machinery & Materials
(KIMM) have developed a technique to create
a highly uniform and scalable semiconductor
wafer, paving the way to higher chip yield and
more cost-efficient semiconductors. The
ability to produce uniform wafers at the
desired thickness is the most important factor
in ensuring that every chip fabricated on the
same wafer performs correctly. Nanotransferbased printing– a process that uses a polymer
mould to print metal onto a substrate through
pressure, or 'stamping' – has gained traction in
recent years as a promising technology for its
simplicity, relative cost-effectiveness, and
high throughput. However, the technique uses
a chemical adhesive layer, which causes
negative effects, such as surface defects and
performance degradation when printed at
scale, as well as human health hazards. For
these reasons, mass adoption of the
technology and consequent chip application in
devices has been limited.

research team from NTU and KIMM
reported that their chemical-free printing
technique, when combined with metalassisted chemical etching – a method used to
enhance the contrast on surfaces to make
nanostructures visible - resulted in semiconductor wafers with nanowires (nanostructures in cylindrical form) that were
highly uniform and scalable. The semiconductor also demonstrated better performance when compared with current chips
in the market. Moreover, the fabrication
method is also fast and leads to high chip
yield.

In their study, which was published in the
peer-reviewed journal A C S Nano, the

The study is an example of ground-breaking
research that supports the NTU 2025 strategic
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plan, which seeks to address humanity's grand
challenges and accelerate the translation of
research discoveries into innovations that
mitigate impact on the environment and on the
human health. The newly developed
nanotransfer printing technique developed by
N T U and K I M M is accomplished by
transferring Gold (Au) nanostructure layers
onto a Silicon (Si) substrate at low temperature
(160°C) to form a highly uniform wafer with
nanowires that can be controlled to the desired
thickness during fabrication. The printing
technique, which is chemical-free, works by
triggering direct chemisorption of the thin
metal films under heat – a chemical reaction
that creates a strong bond between a substrate
surface and the substance that is adsorbed.
This industrial compatible technique allows a
wafer to be fabricated quickly and uniformly
at scale (from nanometres to inches). At the
same time, the fabricated wafer is almost
defect-free, meaning that little to no chip are
discarded due to poor performance.
Source: National Technical University news
release

DISCOVERIES & INNOVATIONS
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Physics

Single-crystal alkali antimonides photocathode with higher efficiency
Photocathodes are materials that emit
electrons when illuminated by light and are
vital to the performance of some of the world's
most powerful particle acce-lerators. But due
to poor crystalline properties, photocathodes
have yet to realize their full potential. Cornell
rese-archers are addressing this limi-tation.
A team of researchers at Cornell's Center for
Bright Beams, a National Science Foundation
Science and Technology Center, has developed a technique to create a single-crystal
alkali antimonides photocathode, with an
efficiency up to 10 times higher than its
predecessors.Their work is described in a
paper published March 18 in Physical Review
Letters.
Some of the most efficient photocathodes are
made from alkali antimonide materials. While
used in a variety of accelerators, these
materials have not yet reached their theoretical limit due to poor crystalline properties.
This can result in surface roughness, leading
to a degradation of the emitted beam quality
and, ultimately, a degradation in acce-lerator

they should respond about 10 times faster.
This would enable unprecedented short
electron pulses for time-resolved science at the
scale of 10 femtoseconds – faster than typical
atomic motion.

performance.
Additionally, they are made of extremely
reactive materials, which makes them
difficult to grow and characterize pre-cisely.
While the atomic ingredients in the new
photocathodes are the same as in existing
types, Maxson's group was able to grow the
materials as a single crystal, with a thickness
of just 4 nanometers – approximately 10 times
thinner than existing materials, which means

At the atomic scale, any defects can not only
limit the number of electrons emitted, but can
make the electrons come out at unreliable
angles. In order to grow the thin materials
while maintaining order of the electrons within
them, the team made use of the molecularbeam epitaxy system at the Platform for the
Accel-erated Realization, Analysis and Discovery of Interface Materials (PARADIM) to
deposit a single-crystal layer of cesium antimonide, just 4 nanometers thick, onto a
substrate of silicon carbide.
Using this technique, the team “grew” the
alkali metal one atomic layer at a time,
allowing them to lock the orientation of the
atoms to create a single-crystal film.
Source: Cornell University news release.
Author: Rick Ryan

Robotics

A robotic hand that can fully rotate various objects even as its grippers
occasionally break contact with the object
In the lab of Aaron Dollar, professor of
mechanical engineering & materials science
& computer science, Yale University, the
team created a robotic hand that can fully
rotate various objects even as its grippers
occasionally break contact with the object.
The results were recently published in
Robotics and Automation Letters. Andrew
Morgan, the lead author of the study, said the
team set out to create a device “where the
fingers are always opening and closing,
moving their location on the actual object.”
Morgan modified an earlier design to enable
more advanced in-hand capabilities. These
includes new fingertip designs and an
adaptation of the internal wrist rotation. One
potential application, he said, is for assembly
purposes. For instance, the device could pick
up an object and reorient it so that it can insert
it into a slot or place it down in a certain way.
The researchers set out to make the hand
relatively simple, with as little sensor
technology as possible. The point is to make a

about the environment as you normally
would,” he said.

practical device that's not too expensive or
requires too much maintenance. “It required
us to make a more robust system than what
has traditionally been required,” Morgan said.
To make the gripper move, the team uses a
tendon-driven, underactuated transmission,
which Morgan said is "more forgiving" due to
its inherent passive adaptive nature. That is,
there are fewer motors than there are joints in
the hand, which makes the hand move in such
a way that it better "wraps" to its environment.“We don't need to know as much
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One notable advance in the design is that the
device also has a camera that tracks in real
time the position of the object that it's
manipulating. “By coupling the adaptive
nature of the hand and this external feedback,
we were able to control the hand purely from
vision, and without touch sensors,” Morgan
said. “We use the feedback from this camera,
so that it's always saying 'Hey you just took an
action - how good was that action, and how
can we make sure that the next action will be
better?” The device successfully manipulated
objects with a variety of shapes, including a
sphere, a toy car, a plastic bunny, and a plastic
duck. “We were able to complete some pretty
complex in-hand manipulation tasks that have
historically been very difficult for a robot to
realize,” Morgan said.
Source: Yale University news release
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